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state, and tind that conditions
the same everywhere.
The difficulties which confrout one confront all, but I am glad to note that
evory one has the same desire to correct
them, both for their own benefit and
that of their patrons.
I have found upon investigation that
the factories in this state are averaging
to pay at least three cents per pound
more for butterfat than those of our
sister state of Vermont, and that our
our

practically

WHEN

..

creamery mauagers are willing to conMAINS,
tinue to do it, but they want just as
NORWAY,
good an article as can be produced, and
Hour»—:* to 13—1 to 4.
mil·
I instead of cutting the price they prefer
exI to raise the quality and every one
'RATIO WUODBUBT, A.M., M.D.,
presses a willingness to aid their patrons
in every possible way to do so. Our
Physician A Surgeon,
farmers in many instances feel that the
MAINS.
>OlTH PARIS,
creamery's interests are hostile to theirs
but such is not the case. It is a fact
e and residence, 13 High Street.
paying the farraj that the creameries are
If. SMITH,
ers a good price for their product if we
seem
j compare with Vermont aud they
Attorney at Law,
i willing to pay good prices for poor
MAINE
Ν·>Κ*ΪΑ*,
cream, and those patrons that are using
C^lieetkns a specialty.
care in handling their product are not
llorne Rock.
satisfied to have it go with the inferior
Ρ ARK,
I hKKICK A
grade, which is just right.
1
*
τ
The method used by most factories in
Attorneys at Law,
fair to good, 00 per cent.
determining the price to be paid is done
MAINS.
BC.THSL,
in this way. From the total receipts
Massachusetts, poor to good, 00 per
Ellerv C. ParkA MU >n K. Hcrrlck.
for the month the total expenses are
: deducted, leaving amount to be distributIsland, poor to good, 50 per
.UN 3. HARLOW,
ed, and if the receipts are reduced by
puttiug a poor product on the market
poor to good, 50 per
Attorney at Law,
made from the poor product from the
MAINS.
IHXPIELD,
most
the
farm, theu one who takes
New York, fair to choice, 80 per cent.
care and pains is not receiving what
New Jersey, good, 100 per cent.
one
Κ.
while
the
BKOOKS,
to
f'l.AYTOX
him,
rightfully belongs
Pennsylvania, good, 150 per cent.
who takes no care is receiving part of
Maryland, good to choice, ->00 per
A'torcey at Law.
what should go to the one who looks cent.
Notary Public.
after his product, and it is to be exVirginia, good to fine, 3.»0 per cent.
MAINE.
West Virginia, good to tine, 350 per
pected that our farmers will either ask
SOUTH PARIS,
receive the price
a good
that
product
C>>>lections receive my prompt personal attenami poor sell for what it is worth, or,
fair to good, 120 per cent.
tion.
if that cannot be done they will naturalKrinlttances uiade day claim U paid.
poor to fair, 90 per cent.
Kentucky,
Η ι>.>rted on promptly.
if
ly use less care in making theirs
Ohio, poor to fair, 110 per cent.
prices are to be the same.
Michigan, poor to fair, 95 per cent.
direction
It is a move in the right
Indiana, fair, 100 per cent.
ami
canuot
when our factories say they
Illinois, poor, 30 per cent.
will not pay for poor product the same
Wisconsin, poor, 80 per cent.
Veterinary Surgeon,
themfair
to
is
it
only
as for the better,
Iowa, fair to good, 100 per cent.
South Pari·,
Telephone.
orti.·■ an·! Ke«ldence,
selves, to the patrons and to the busiMaryland, poor, 100 per cent.
a
π nigh street.
Maine.
ness as a whole, for when we make
Kansas, poor, 30 per cent.
we
poor product worth as much as good
Nebraska, poor, 50 per cent.
STATE OF WAI.HK.
are putting a premium on carelessness
Colorado, good, 100 per cent.
Τ Che Supreme Judicial Court, In Equity :
and lowering our standard.
California, good. 100 per cent.
Wro J Wheeler of Parle, In the Count ν of
It is only a very strall percentage of
Oxford, complains against the Welchvllle
Oregon,
good, 100 per cent.
l. :nlx.r<'ompiny, and >ays:
our dairymen that produce anything but
Washington,
good, 100 per cent.
Klr.-t—That the said Welchvl le Lumber Comgood and I am becoming more and more
under the
Delaware, good, 150 per cent.
| any !■· a corporation duly organized
of
!α·- <Ί the Sut» of Maine, and d-lng business convinced that it is through Jack
Ontario, poor to choice, SO Per ®®nt*
at Welchvllle, in the County of Oxford In said
knowledge rather than absolute carelessNova Scotia, fair to choice, >00 per
Sta:e.
Uninstances.
a
ness in
majority of
cent.
M'tond—That its established place of holdioir
our
that
this
meeting*· Is at said Welchvllle and the full
doubtedly it was to remedy
Arkansas, 30 per cent.
a· "unt of *tock Issue·! Is 41 shares of 9100 per
legislature made its appropriation last
Montana, 110 per cent.
share.
winter.
Utah, 110 per cent.
Ttiipl—That on the twentieth (i>) day of May.
If any one is not satisfied with his reA l>. in β. at a meeting of the stockholders of
Idaho, 110 per cent.
wild coriHirctlon, legally called therefor, a
sults it*is possible that he may receive
Number of barrels of apples in United
ijuorum lielng present, said stockholders unanlwill be of material
that
instructions
some
States, in 1902, 47,625,000; do. m 1W3,
rn.iu-.lv voted to dl-tsolve said corporation, there
assistance to him. and be the cause of 48,614,000. In Canada, 16,1.0,000 anil
InsIii/ thirty two (33) votes In favor and none
his receiving more money for his dairy 13,300,000.—Maine Farmer.
opixMed.
Fourth—That there are existing llablllt en
products. There are uoueof us but can
sualn»t -aid corporation which murt oe paid and
Make the Best of Life.
existing assets thereof which require distribution
produce a first grade article and if we
make
and
am.>ng the creditors an I stockholders
do not there is a cause, and a remedy as
That moral philosopher. Bill Nye,
find
neves-ary the appointment of a trustee, or reto
well. If we can get assistance
whose words of wit and wisdom have
ceiver to ρ rforni those duties.
these it surely is a benefit to us. If we
Hfth -That your petitioner le a stockholder la
to us in our hours of sadness ami

II

y

LVermont,

C8Rhode

^Connecticut,

ε oo."

-Ie that you, Menzies?" I whispered

anxiously.

"Oo. aye, sir: A'm thlnkln' it's a'
An* bo's
that's left o' me onyway.
yersel* after a' said an' dune?"
I felt myself over with my hands
before attempting to reply, hardly expecting to find myself eutlre, though I
felt no pain. The result of my inves-

tigation

Tennessee,

Bailey,

!

■vai l company.

Wherefore, your petitioner pray» that thl.·»
Honorable Couit mav decree said corporation to
be dissolved and tcruiln «ted. and appoint a recelver u> close up the affair» of said corporation
and tu-tke such further orders and decree-· a*
ph.ι seem to this Honorable Court to be necessary.
Dated at Oxford, Maine, this 11th day of July,
A. I). i»a.
W.J. WIIESLEK.

STATS or M AIN Κ.
>t ΐ'ΚΚΜΕ Judicial Cocut. In Vacation )
Aug. IS, A D I HKJ. ί
On the foregoing petition, ordered. That a
hearing thereon lie had In Chamber» in the
< uurt House at Auburn, In the County of Anon Tue-tday, the tlrst day of Septemdroscoggin.
and that
l < r. \7T> IhiiS, at one o'clock P. M
ta) I petitioner cause a copy of this |>ctlt!on and
it 1er of court thereon to be served on the clerk
of -aid corporation at least ten day» befoie the
-aid time of hearing, and also cause said petition
an.l order of court to be published twice before
►aid hearing In the Oxford Democrat, a news,
taper prtuted at Paris In said County of Ox fori,
t the end that all partie» interested may then
they de
and th re appearand be heard If
si re, touching the subject matter of >al<l petition
an 1 tliow cauae If any they have why the prayer
thereof should not be granted.
A. R. SA V AG E,
Justice S- J. Court.
A true copy—Attest
Chaklks K. Whitman. Clerk.
s
PROBATE NOTK
To «Il per~ous Interested lu cither of the estates
name·!
hereinafter
Ala Probate Court held at Ruinforl Falls. In
an·! fur the County of Oxford, on the thirl Tue».
•
lay of Aug..In the yearof our Lonl one thousaud
nine hundred an·! three, the following matter
having i«en presented for the actlou thereupon
hereinafter Indicated, U lit hereby Οκι>κκκυ
That uottee thereof be given to all person* Interested, by causing a copy of this orier to be
published three week» successively In the Οχuni l*emocmt. a newspaper published at South
1'arla, In sal<l County, that they may appear at :i
Probate Court to be bel·! at farts, on the
thlr<l Tuesday of S«pt, A. l>. 1'Λβ, at ulue of the
clock In the forenoon, anil be heart thereon If

they

«ee cause

(.KO. L. MELLEN late of Fails. deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof présente·!
by .)âmes S. W right, the executor therein uamol.

Κ Μ Μ Λ Μ. SWIFT late of Parte, deceased;
l>etltlon for the appointment of Chandler Swift
»r «orne other suitable person as administrator,
presented by Chandler Swift, widower.

SKWMtS, ward; petition
FLORENC·
for license to se l and coayey real eetate pre
«.-Med by llenry U. Luce, guarllan.
E.

HARRIET E. BLAKE late of Dtxfleld, de
eased, drat account presented for allowance by
Henry C. Smith, trustee.
SIMON S STOW ELL late of Parte, deceased;
Unal account presented for allowance, aiao peti•

tion for orler of dtstrtbut'on of balance remain
In* lu his hands, presented by James S. W right,
ilmlnlstrator.
A 1>UI SON Ε. Η Κ KK1CK. Judge of «aid Court
A true

copy—Attest :

ALBERT D. PARK.

Register.

To Thomas S. Brtdgham, a Justice of the Peace
In and for the County of Oxford and State of
Malae:
The uederslgned, C. H. Gammon, Virgil P.
HeCoeter, Eliza F. Bryant, A. A. Forbes, ami
Κ Β. Kurbes, owner· ot pew· In the meeting
ls>u«· at Kast Bucktlcld, known as the Federal
Meeting House, In the CouMv of Oxford, desiring to be Incorporated reuuest you to Issue your
warrant to one of ttoeiu directing him to uotlfy
the pew owners of «aid meeting house accorltng
io iw to meet at tbe Unie and place to be mentlooed In said warrant and for the puroo es of
Im-oriMiratlng the owner· of pews In said meetI'.g house, by choosing a Moderator and a Clerk
and such other ofleers as they may deem proper.
Also to take such action as may be necessary
for the preservation and repair» of said meeting
houne, and to see If they will vote to put the care
and custody of the said meeting house Into the
hands of the 1 .adtes Aid Society ot East BuckHeld.
Buckile d, Aug. 8. l'JUS.
v. P. DkCostbb
C. H. gammon.
a. A hoKBW.
Ε. B. FOKHK.S.
κ r hkya.nt.
STATE OF MAINE.

\L

»

J

m :

■o Virgil P. DeCosterof Buckfleld.
Pursuant to the foregoing application you are
hereby directed to notify the pew owner· of he
meeting bouse mentioned tn the foregoing ap
pllcatloi to meet at said meeting house on th«
eighth lay of September, next, Tunfclay at twu
o'clock P. M. for tbe purposes mentioned In i-al'l
application, bv ρ sting a certliled copy of thli
warrant on the prtuclpal outer door of sal·!
ineetliiK house and In one or more public placet
In said town of But-kield; both of said not ce k
be posted three weeks before said meeting.
t.lven under my hand and teal at Kuckflcl l, li
said county, this tenth day of August. A. D I'M
THOv S. IlKllHjHAM.
Justice of tbe |>eaee.
A true eopy—Attest
V. P. D«< OSTER
Pursuant to the foregoing warrant to m <11
re· tel. I hereby notify the person· herein name·
to meet at the time and place and for the pur
|>ose« th icln mentioned.
l>at..l Aug. li 1MKS.
V. Ρ DxCOSTER.

We Do all Kindt of....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwoctf A For*··, Sont* Parti

come

sending a poor or sour cream we can despondency like the sunlight through a
always trace the cause to some condition rift in the clouds on a rainy day, and
which can be controlled.
whose death was the cause of
mourning
It is necessary to use the utmost care „n two continents, never put more
pracin milking and 'see that our stables and tical common sense into fewer words
cows are clean and free from dirt, that than when lie said,
to
intend
get a11
milk be taken from the stable as soon as the
and enjoyment out of this
pleasure
drawn to a place free from foul odors, life I
legitimately can, for I expect to be
strained through three or more thickalong time dead." The same writer
are

cloth aud cooled as
that the tanks must
have clean, pure water free from odors,
especially from milk spilled in them,
and the temperature at 40 degrees or
less. If a separator is used that it be
skimmed at once and through a clean
machine every time, that every dish used
about the milk be thoroughly rinsed in
cold water, washed, and scalded every
time it is used, that the cans which go
to the factory, though washed there, be
at least scalded and aired after their return, and in most cases thoroughly
washed, that warm and cold creaiu is
never put in same can, but w hen both
are of the same temperature they can be
mixed without harm.
nesses

of

quickly

cheese

as

possible,

Tbere are some

ieeus wuivu

u

icu

uc-

fore milking produce disagreeable tlavors
in both uiilk ami butter, but if fed after
milking no harm conies from them.
There are many things which we
know may affect the quality and unless
we are careful about them,
may cause
us bother and trouble, but if we will
only think of the effect which any unusual act may have we will seldom do
anything which will be to the detriment
of our product, especially if we are interested in our work.
1 have been readiug with a great deal
of interest the report from our experiment station regarding the feeding of
fat into milk, and I hope every farmer
who owns a cow has a copy, for science
aud practice have heretofore been at
variance in regard to this matter, but
the later investigations show that by
the use of feeds we may vary the fat in
milk; while perhaps not to increase it
above normal it can be decreased below
normal, then by again feeding a regular
ratiou it can be increased to normal.
It is the expression of every creamery
manager that they are doing an increased business over last year which shows
an increased interest iu dairying in the
state and while they have many new
patrons, yet the older ones are increasing their herds enough to be perceptible
and we can be assured that Maine dairymen are awake to their needs and realize the necessity of larger herds.
Wherever our dairymen are required
to use more care than has been their
custom, it seems at first a hardship and
almost impossible, but when they have
become accustomed to it aud see the
advantage derived in matter of price as
well as the satisfaction gained by producing a better article they have more
interest in their work and more dollars
in their pockets. An example may be
seen in the Borden factory at Newport,
where they have certain rules and regulations which patrous are required to obey
or their product is after a time rejected,
and while they are uot severe, yet they
the
are necessary in order to get just
were
quality they want. If some things
out of the ordinary to some and seemed
hard to do, yet after once doing them
they plan for them as much as for any
would not
part of their farm work, and
the
now do any other way for they see
benetitjto the factory and themselves of
which
producing a pure, clean article, When
sells for a good price.

alw^y·
the patrons of our creameries realize
that a good product from our creameries
means good prices and larger demand,
with increased profits to them and their
factory,

we

shall have more and better

dairying, something which our people
at present need.
In closing, I want to say that I am
assistwilling and anxious to give all the to
imance possible in any direction
of our
prove the quality and standing
to
dairy product, and I shall be glad

have every one who finds some difficulty
iu his way notify me, when I will try
with him to tind the cause, after which
the remedy will be easy.

Yours truly,

S. C. Thomson in Maine Farmer.
Butter from the noted Deerfoot farm
at Southboro, Mass., sells in Bos tor
market at 45 cents a pound. Part of
this is regular market
net reputation.

price, and the

gave expression to one of the most pathetic scenes described in the English
language in his account of his interview
with a Western farmer who had toiled
all his life, reared his boys on the farm
every one of whom had left him for a
more attractive life, and who, coming
home one night, found his wife.
she said to him, "John, I am going to
take a long rest. I have been weary for
many years," and the farmer went on to
s iv
"I stooped over and kissed her.
the first time I had taken time to
do so in twenty years, and she put one
tired hand over t'other tired hand, gave
me a loving smile, said 'Good-by, John
and went to her long, long rest, the lirst
she had had for years."

ill,^and

Vwas

nie

iarmer οι

tue

iweuuuiu

tniun y

lead a life like this.
Twentieth century methods have so far
advanced over those of our fathers that
a use of the means that are placed within our reach and intelligent labor upon
the farm will bring such returns that
farm life may bring with it as much of the
enjoyable things of this world as fall to
tbe lot of men who engage in the other
ordinary vocations of life. God made
tbe farmer. lie ordained farming as a
He plat ed within the soil elevocation
ments that, properly utilized, will bring
such returns that the man who faithfully and intelligently engages in it, with
reasonable effort, ought to be able to
surround himself and his family with
the comforts, the necessaries and a
reasonable amount of the luxuries of
He never intended we
this world.
should wait until we crossed the Dark
River before enjoying the good things
He has in store for us. Tbis world was
made by the same hand and was conceived by the same mind that framed
and adorned the streets of the New
Jerusalem, and He made no more mistakes about the construction of this
world than of that for which we look in
the hereafter. Tbe mistakes are ours,
not His, and if we fail to utilize tbe
means and the powers which He has
placed within our reach, the fault is
ours, and it is cowardly for us to attempt to lay it at the door of Fate, or at
the feet of Providence.
luis

no

right to

Poor "Star Brand" Cotton Seed Meat.

encouraging.
to be all right. Menzies." I

was

••I seem

_

Or. R. 0.

Hy OWE/f HALL tt

pause, "but where
we must be on shore."
"On shore, dlv ye say? There's nae
doobt o' that, for there ne'er was craft
wl' sae tincMuny a smell o' damp earth

whispered after
are we? Surely

a

But hoo we cam
an' rocks as this.
here Ah dlnna ken. for A'm thinkiu'
Ah pyist KV got a bit ding on the heed

whan the deevils blew up. 'lhe Lord
be thanklt for't!"
"It might have been better for us
after all if we had gone up with them
"It
ourselves." 1 said despondently.
was a ijuick end. at any r.ite."

"Wheest, sir," he whispered Impressively. "while there's life hope's no
Ah wadna wondeed. A'm thlnkln-.
der but ye mlcht say yet wi' auld King
Dauvid. by the Lord's help ye hue
îouplt ower a wall, an' inalr by token
this feels unco like a wall o' some

no sure but there's a
Ye'll no forget tae mak
a' the use ye can o't when It's hero."
It was true. There was a faint red
»!ow that seemed to mix with the
lîarknoss. though as yet it didn't enable us to see anything. I r:'.is?d myself «·
my elbow aind looked eagerly
around. Little by little it grew stronger
until at last It came suddenly into
sight as ΙΓ from an entrance at right
angles to' the place In which we lay.
The light came from a flaring torch
made of something that looked like
twisted cocoanut fibers, no doubt
soaked in grease, which blazed up with
a wavering Haine that threw only an
uncertain li'rht on everything but the
little party of some half dozen men
fc'ho :iccoiir>auied the man who carried
Seen by that red. smoky blaze
it.

I1UU

UUt

J

MOW

M.i.v

stop.

"Ua, day!
"Ha!

lavagely.

You. darcl"

Engleese,"

the

"Weei,

captain eald
uo vera

last, as if half choked.
"UaurV" echoed Menzies. with an internal chuckle as near a laugh as 1 had
Ah
ever heard from him. "Weel, mon,
wudna wonder. A'm thinkln' it's no
sue great an exhlbeetlon o' daurft' tae
tell the truth tae a wlieen meeserable
that wad be a hantle the better

pirates
o' a hungin'."
I confess I#tood aghast myself at
but their effect
my companion's tactics,
Hie
du the pirate leader was startling.
bloated face seemed to puff and swell,

like some wild nightmare—the
cavern, with the huge cyclopean wall,
and
•on which the smoky light glanced
sparkled, the wild, masquerading figures. with their discordaut speech and
hoarse laughter; the strange stunned
aensatlon. in which were mingled a
■confuwd recollection of the past and
a puzzled perception of present danger.
Our guard or executioners—for my
[ flrst Impression was that we were being dragged out to be killed—marched
us off in a kind of rude procession. In
•which the torchbearer went ilrst and
3Ienzics. held ou each side by a guard
! «nd followed by a third, like myself,
■came last. After the first few yards
we turned sharply to the right, and in
another minute we were In the open
There was a soft breeze that
air.
blew refreshingly on my face, and
! -overhead a thousand poiute of light
even
I «parkled In the dark sky. I could of
; fancy that I saw the dim outlines
long, drooping leaves, like the ghosts
•of palm trcvs In the darkness. |n
I another minute we had reached the
•entrane? of a new passage, out of
'• which thTe can»·.· a confused noise of

I-

ι ι

far
A'm thinkin' ye're
oot. Ye might hae guessed It by what
happened, A'm thinkln'," Mtmzios replied. looking him in the face.
For several moments the captain returned Meuzles' stare, but then the
full meaning of bis allusion seemed to
dawn U|K)ii him. The tierce, drunken
glare grew more intelligent in bis
bloodshot eyes as he half rose, holding
en by the table.
"Hh, dog! You dare?" he gasped at

was

Digestive PowdorggTSlooAihE

-τ1

Once in the passage Menzies
and stepped the mast
and loosened the sail to a breeze that
In a minute or two
was favorable.
more the dark mass of the great fortification was shut off by the land. The
breeze drew outward through the pasdark
sage, and In five minutes more the
us.
expanse of the ocean opened before
We'll dae
"The Lord be thankit

stepped

"I say, lassie, whaur are ye gaun?"
said clearly in his usual dejiberute

ne

while at the same time It turned to a
mottled purple color which was truly
He had sunk back in his
hideous.
scat, and as he stared and choked 1
thought he was going to have a fit.
His companions watched him with
looks that wandered from him to MenEles, as if to discover what had passed

Presently
such an effect.
by an effort he recovered enough to
speak, and then In a few fierce sentences he seemed to tell the others. As
he spoke his rage appeared to commuMore than
nicate Itself to the rest.
one sprang from their seats and grasped the daggers at their belts. In another moment I thought the end would
have come when an angry roar from
the captain recalled our would be asto

produce

sassins. The few stern, fierce words
he spoke in tones which showed that
bis excitement had sobered him for a
time seemed to meet the sullen approval of the others, for they slowly
took their hands from their knives and

resumed their seats with looks of

sav-

age satisfaction.
A moment's silence followed, and
then the captain exclaimed hoarsely:
"Ah! Tomorrow It shall be that we
shall see if. ze Engleese shall make ze
'good carbonado." The tone was bitter
and cruel, but It was as nothing compared with the repressed rage that
shone out of his bloodshot eyes as he

I spoke.
Menzies laughed a short, sudden
laugh. "Ye puir meeserable deevil!"
!
he exclaimed. "Dlv ye tl ink ye can

J

me wi* yore bloody threetsl
A'm thinkln' it's no the lord's
wull ye should mak a.car'jonado or
! anything else o' Sandle Miuglss the

frlchten

! Na,

na.

noo."
Tbe ponied look

on

the

captain'·

The eye of the master will do more
work than .both of bis hands.—Franklin.
Experience takes dreadfully high
school wuges, but he teaches like no

other.—Carly le.

Kindness ls the

"You are an honest

you. You must go home again."
Her voice was low and sweet, with
like
a little Scotch accent und u tone
that of a child who thinks herself ill
used that was infinitely sud. Then she
held up the iuntern and looked at me.
"Yes," she said, nodding her head,
Is
"you are the soldier. But where
α red
your red coat? I wanted to'see
coat aguin—only once ugain." There
wus a curlou? half sob in the last
words that made Menzies look at me.

Both

We stood and listened anxiously.
Yes, I could hear it now—a footstep.
It was heavy, and it was coming to-

still.

llenzles turned and, grasping me by the arm with a grip like
iron, whispered almost in my ear the
words: "Dinna ye move. Stuun' close
tae the we' an' let him gang by." I
ward us.

did as I was told.
The heavy footstep came nearer.
Then a voice muttered, "Madré de
Dios!" close at hand. A gruy figure
that looked gigantic in the shadow
seemed to grow out of the darkness
close in front of me. It stopped and
Then it muttered
seemed to listen.
something that sounded like a curse al
the darkness, and then it moved onThe figure had passed
ward again.
I was
me. I felt that I shrank buck.
sure I could have touched it as it wen!
by. Something in the hand of the
figure gave a faint gleam of light. I
knew that it was carrying a naked

thing?"

j

opposite the passage by which the;
The

_

Difficult Digestion

That is dyspepsia.
It makes lite miserable.
Its sufferers eat not because they vont ( I
—but simply because they mtuC
They know they are irritable and fretfu. I
but they cannot be otherwise.
They complain of a bad taste in tt e
mouth, a tenderness at the pit of the ston
ach, an uneasy feeling of puffy fulnesi ι,
headache, heartburn and what not.
The effectual remedy, proved by permi '*
nent cures of thousands of severe cases, ii

Hood's Sarsaparillt I

ington,

Shakespeare."—Philadelphia Record.

The Dinner Hoar.
It Is a curious fact that with almoet
has
every generation the dinner hour
undergone a change, the principal meal
of the day being eaten at different periods, from 10 o'clock lu the morning
until 10 o'clock at night The author

)f "The Pleasures of the Table" points

England 400 or 500 years
ago people took four meals—breakfast
at 7, dinner ut 10, supper at 4 and livery at 8. In France In the thirteenth
century 0 In the morning was the dinId
tier hour; Henry VII. dined at 11.
Cromwell's time 1 o'clock had come to
be the fashionable hour and In Addison's day 2 o'clock, which gradually
Pope found
was transformed Into 4.
fault with Lady Suffolk for dining so
late as 4. Pour and 5 continued to be the
popular dining hours among the aristocracy until the second decade of the
out that In

of that which Is to l»e of benefit to the
whole people. In the first twelve yeart
α single clerk in the state department
air.l a few pigeonholes were all that
the t-usîncK.< of the oflh-e reqnlred.
'Mien a I>r. Thornton took charge of it
rnd devoted himself to It as to a hobby.

the gray shadow passed uic
The figure in front made α quid £
j
again: "The Lord be thankit That's gesture of warning, and In a second ο ι
dinna
But
stop
une deevil the less.
two more we reached a spot where th
here. It'· like there's mair whaur he
top of the second rude ladder showet
cam frae."
above the outer wall. Withou [
dimly
In an
I followed my companion.
th :
a word she led the way down
other instant I could see that we were
rude eteps, and we found ourselves li 1
as

us
ing to the statistics, name women
their best loved characters, but as they
over
grow older this minority changes
to the men's side. The characters that
are chosen are as a rule George WashWilliam Tell, Napoleon and

they granted
to
very first patent of all was given
Samuel Hopkins in 1700 for pearl ash
Mr. Jefferson held that the patent
es.
revsystem was not one for creating
enue. but for encouraging a production

six feet wide, bounded by
low parapet of the same giguntk
blocks of rough stone that had forme<l
the side of our prison.
"Eh, mon," Menzies exclaimed in t
low tone as we felt the breeze fron:
the lagoon, which lay almost at oui
feet, with the glimmering light of start
like th< 1
on its surface, "isna this malr

The shadow melted away in the
darkness, and next moment anotbei
shadow followed it There was a dull
sound of a heavy blow, of a muttered
exclamation, of a soft yet heavy fall
In the sand. Then Menzlee' voice whie·

the
"Here's α dol-

Jefferaon and the Patent Ο (Bee.

race some

dagger.

boy," said

The first patron of our patent system
was Thomas Jefferson, who during
three years gave his personal attention
Ile
to every application for a patent
used to call the secretury of war and
the attorney general to examine and
scrutinize with him, and they did it so
thoroughly that In one yeur—the flrstonly three patents. The

α

nineteenth century, when dinner

on

the tide b< l"

was

further postponed, from which period
It has steadily continued to encroach
apou the evening.
The Prattle of · Mfht Child.
At times It cannot be denied the questions of children become Irksome, but
who would wish a child to ask no questions? Julius Sturm tells In one of his

Young Plants

pretty fairy tales how

a

grandfather,

impatleuce by the constant
questionings of his grandchild, ex-

driven Into

Eveiy farmer knows that

claimed, "I wish your tongue

were

out

But when unexpectedly bis
plants grow better than of joint!" fulfilled
and the child became
others. Soil may be the same wish was
dumb how he Joyfully exchanged one
and seed may seem the same of the two years which an augel had
but some plants are weak and prophesied he was yet to live for the
privilege of hearing the little one's pratothers strong.
tle again!
And that s the way with
Ha king S are ο I Him.

some

children.

They are like young

"I think," said the thoughtful moth"that you ought to object to yoong
Brown paying so much attention to

plants. Same food, same home,
same eare but some grow big
and strong while others stay

er,

daughter."
"Why?" demanded

our

small and weak.
Scott's Emulsion offers an
a Jungle of tropical shrubs and plant!
out of the difficulty.
through which ran α pathway tlia i easy way
seemed but little used of late. Som ? Child weakness often means
fifty yards farther, and the path cam ? starvation, not because of lack
out upon the shore.
of food, but because the food
Lights glimmered from one of som j
small huts on the edge of the beucl does not feed.
and the chorus of what I took to bo 1
Scott's Emulsion really feeds
drinking song buret from It as w
and
!
fai
few
A
gives the child growing
yards
passed it cautiously.
ther, and the dim gray light showe ι strength.
a little wharf, at the end of which 1
Whatever the cause of weakboat was moored. We followed on
and failure to grow—
ness
another on tiptoe over the creakln \
ι·
mil
Emulsion seems to find
in
a
Scott's
and
boards of the crazy pier,
ute more we stood above the bos x it and set the matter right
which swayed gently
low.

Men.

Iixm Admire

ter, and these prove quite conclusively
that boys and girls alike prefer men
to women. When girls are under ten
about 40 per cent of them will, accord-

didn't
guy about to put me off w'y
youse come ucrost wid a nickel? Keep
yer old dollar till I asks you fer It!"
Then the prosperous looking man also
got red in the face.—New York Press.

I looked away. Then slie turned away
and led us into the passage by which
she had come. We both followed her
in silence.
Àt last she stopped and looked back
at us. "It's time to put the light out
Menzies
or they will see it," she said.
nodded, and she blew out the light
It took some seconds to accustom my
I knew
eyes to the change, but then
that we were once more in the open air.
I could see the stars overhead and the
moving leaves of the palm trees, and
I could feel the soft night breeze fanThere was a deeji
ning my cheeks.
shadow where we were walking clos»
to a high embankment on the righl
hand, but a few feet off the gray starlight showed the outline of the trees
distinctly. Our guide stopped at last
at the foot of a rude ladder set ugalnsl
the mound. Motioning to us to follow
she mounted to what looked like a'ter

permit-

"Men consider themselves the su·
porlor of women, and women, even In
their childhood, coincide in thin view,"
said ti schoolteacher. "To α class of
fifty girls and fifty bo.ve of the average
the
age of fifteen years I once put
question. 'Who Is your Ideal human
being—the one you admire und love
moat?' In reply to this question about
05 per cent of the boys gave me a male
churaeter and 75 i>er cent of the glrla
did the same thing. Statistics. I understand, have been gathered on this mat-

lar."
The messenger boy looked at the dollar und then at the man.
"Not if I know It, mister," he exclaimed loud enough for everyltody on
the car to hear. "I don't want no pay
Besides, you're too
for beln' honest.
late wid de coin. Wen you seen dut

large blue eyes.
"Come!" she said. "Come! I was
looking for you. You must go ttway
from here at once or they will hurt

lie paused.
"Wheesht!" he replied after a moment. "A'm thinkin' Ah hear somethin' comin'."
I moved hastily, and my outstrotclieu
hand came in contact with something
which seemed to project from the wall.
It gave way and fell to the sand. Soft
as It was, it made a hollow soundnot loud indeed, but loud enough in
the silence to make my heart stand

man.

charm

cauld.

perous looking man.
Meantime the boy. his face redder
still, untied hia bundle and proceeded
to rummage through the pockets of his
old uniform. At laet be fished out α

prosperous looking

only

ted to the aged; It ls the coquetry of
white hairs.—Feuillet.
If we had uo fallings ourselves we
should not take so much pleasure In
finding out those of others.—Uochefou·

give

nickel.

we nev-

inllamcs the enthusiast,
converts him.—Schiller.
True merit is like a river—the deeper
it ls the less noise it makes.—Ilazlltt.

np in this paper," he explained.
"None of that," Interposed the conductor. "You'll have to «et off."
"Wait a minute, conductor, and see if
he isn't telling the truth," said α pros-

"/ say, Latsie, whaur arc yc u<iun t"
fashion. For η moment she started at
the apparition as he emerged from the
darkness. Then the sound of his words
lier face
seemed to reassure her.
cleared, and u strange smile lit up her

pleasure

Opposition

it to you in a minute," returned the boy. But an be searched
In pocket after pocket hie face grew
scarlet. "It's in my other suit wrapped
"I'll

forget—Mercier.

nevei

Too Late With the Dollar.

last.

Hood's Puls its Um bwt aaUurtle.

er

"Ilurry up with your fare!" cried the
conductor of α Broadway cur to a meshi*
senger boy with a big bundle under

the darker shadow of my companion before me.
"We must be near' the place they
us in at, Meuzies," I whis-

had brought us into the cavern.

ba one.—Emecson.
What we learn with

maybe It was best."
Two days later we were picked up
by a homeward bound ten ship.

out

pered

The heart gets weary, but never gets
old.—S hems tone.
The only way to have a friend ls to

Island we had left, and the next minute there was a roar like that of a
dozen parks of artillery at once, and
then the glare died away, and the sky
grew dark agalu.
"Pulr lassie!" Menzies said slowly
"A'm no saylu' but
after a puuse.

arm.

lie may com-

APHORISMS.

uoo," said Menzies as he cast a glance
behind him. "But, losh me, what's
yon? Ifs yon bit duft lassie, I wudna
wonder."
A bright crimson glare spread upward through the violet sky above the

my companion.
"A' richt, sir," came back to me in
the darkness.
We moved onward silently, step by
step, straining our eyes in the hope of
seeing something to guide us. At last
I thought it was growing a little
lighter. There was a gray look in
the darkness. I thought I could make

brought
pered at

ter how hard the race.

pletely keel over at the end of the rac<\
but it will likely be from sheer exhaustion, and his heart is so strong that the
effect ls not at all injurious. Ile will
be as good as ever In a few moments."
—Philadelphia Itecord.

stopped rowing

I stretched out the other and touched

ί

become larger, and this Is a perfectly
It simply means
normal condition.
that the athlete has a stronger heart
than the average and can cope with
the extra strain that Ls put upon It. Λ
man needs a larger heart to row a
race, and If gradual exercise has so
provided him with one then he can
safely undergo the most severe tests.
"It ls the same way with the lungs,
and they must be developed gradually
until they can undertake the extra
work. Λ man with his heart and lungs
well develo|>ed is In no danger, no mat-

shore.

wa\ au' then Jist creep alaug ahint
A'm thinkin' we'll come tae
somethin' afore lang."
I felt rather than saw him pass me
In the darkness, and I followed as
nearly as I could in the same direction.
Two or three steps, and my outstretched hand touched the rougli wall.

they

V

I felt sure he was right. She came
toward us as if she saw us, although
the strunge, far away look in lier eyes
seemed to forbid the idea. At any rate,
she would see us directly. Would she
scream then and give the alarm? The
same idea luul evidently occurred to

me.

Mcnzies and 1 seemed to Lave been
tlimwu down on « l»ed of soft sand
that formed the floor of some sort of
carp, one side of which was formed of
Tv;:nt looked like vast blocks of roughly
liewn rock laid one on the otlier withMenzles,
out any mortar between.
-who wasn't a dozen yards away, sat
up blinking with dazzled eyes at the
smoky rvd light near the middle of the
car era. while 1 was close to the wall,
which must have been what I touched
when first 1 put out my hand. In another Instant we were surrounded by
the party, amid a perfect babel of exclamations In what sounded like half
η dozen languages, and I found myself
roagMy seized and dragged to my feet.
It crista nee would of course have been
untdness, as they were not only three
or four to one. but were also armed
with large knives or daggers, which
It
flourished before onr eyes.

Calf Scours Cured

daft."

"Weel." he said deliberately, "Ah
dlnna think we'll gang faur wrang
tue get oot o' this, tae begin wi\ A'm
fair sick o' the smell o't."
"You don't supi>ose they've left it
unguarded?" I asked.
"A'm no sayin' that a'tegither, but
we'll Jist flu' oot," he whispered, with
characteristic caution. "Feel for the

«V

Since July 2S thirteen samples of
Star Brand Cotton seed meal put out
by Sledge and Wells, Memphis, Tenn.,
have been sent to the Station for analysis. Eleven of these samples were sent
by the importers and were taken from
as
many cars. Because of the poor
appcarauce of the goods samples were
sent to the station and the company has
refused to handle the meal. The other
two samples were from the same locality.
None of these goods had the appearance
of prime cotton seed meal. Most of
them were of poor color and full of
Two of the samples carried a
hulls.
good deal of cotton and appeared
"wooly". Two of tbe samples carried
45 per cent protein, one carried 43 and
the others carried from 35 to 40 per
cent protein. None of them had the
Bweet nutty flavor characteristic' of
good cotton seed meal; some of the
samples were tasteless, others had a
bad taste, in two cases being bitter as if
burned. While all or nearly all of these
Hood Farm
taken 24 hoars aftei
goods have been or will be ehipped out
of the state, and no low grade goods of i Calf Scour Cur· birth with scours ol
other brands have been reported, users
a watery, foamy na·
and
ana
of cotton seed meal should be on the
tare, was weak and
lookout for poor meal and in case of any
doubt as to quality samples should be
duet of Hood Farm Calf Scour Core and
sent to the Experiment Station at
Powder brought It around all
:
Orono, where prompt analysis will be Mgestlve
rtgtat and It has been doing well ever since.'
made, free of charge.
JL Κ Kuth, Hanover, Pa.
Chas. D. Woods, Director.
"Hood Farm Calf Scour Care and Dlges
Orono, August 12, 1903.
Powder cared three bad case· of scouri
ttee
I
In aj fcerd. I find the Digestive Powdei
The oldest and ugliest horse, it is
give* the calf strength and appetite." L C
said, makes his home in and about Rimen, Hebron, Cpnn.
Nilee, Mich. He is a "tramp horse,1'
Two aiaes of each-fl and I2JS0. Call loi
unmercifully homely, and, according to Oircnlar on Calf Scour Treatment.
tradition, is 53 years old. No one owns
For Mia by F. A. Shubtliff A Co., Soatl
him, yet be is "at home*' in any public Paris, If·.
or private stable at which he chooses to

she was and what it could mean.
"Eh, mon. Isn't yon a slchtV" There
was α low, iierce ring even in the
whispered words. "It's the lassie Ah
A'm thinkin'
saw in yon deevil's den.
she's English and she's gane clean

light."

they were a strange, brutal looking
party. Olive tinted, brown, black and
yellow, with shaggy hair and fierce
least half
eyes, thoy seemed to be at
intoxicated, and in their fantastic
clothing, made up of bright colored
titilles. coan :;nd vests, they looked
like a troupe of crazy actors escaped
from a pantomime.

have extra large hearts. Just as they
also have larger muscles throughout
the body.
"If the strain is put upon the heart
suddenly it dilate»—it becomes larger,
but not more muscular—and that Is the
danger In athletics. If a man exercises
gradually then his heart also increases
in size gradually because the muscles

"No, no," she said; "I can't come.
See!" she added,
I'm too busy here.
pointing to the big hut we had passed.
"That*J where they keep the gunpowder. I can't come till I've burnt It."
She waved her hand as she spoke,
and nodded as a child nods goodby.
and ran lightly up the pier Into the
Menzies cast off the rope
darkness.
and pushed the boat clear, saying as he
"I'ulr lassie!
did so, with a groan:
She's clean daft and nae wonder."
lie took the oars, and we stole out
Into the dark lagoon with long, silent
sweeps of the oars. My eyes were tlxcd
on the dark shadow of the schooner
that loomed up In the darkness, but
nothing moved as we crept past and
headed for the entrance. There was
no longer a doubt that the alarm had
been given, for shouts, some muliled
and others clear, reached us from the

gcarcely waited to restore the circulato my legs before I whispered
anxiously:
"What'e to be done next, Menziee?
Let's get at it at once or it '11 be day-

A'm

heart because when the body is belli:;
exerted it re^uiri* so much more pressure to force the blood through the
body. Like any other muscle that Is
worked, the heart under the added labor becomes larger, and most athletes

tating-

tion

Ucht comin".

places

comin' hauie?" Menzies exclaimed appealin^ly. She looked down at us for
a moment, and I thought she was hesi-

clear skin and fair huir. eager, unxious,
wild and almost beautiful as it looked
out of the mass of her loosened hair,
but with strange, vacant eyes, in which
all the time there was u gleam that
looked like tire. It wus Menziee' low
whisper at my ear that brought me
back from my wondering question who

for be suddenly

very old ago.
"The heart," said be, "is both a very
delicate and a very strong organ—that
is, if it Is well developed It will stand
an enormous amount of strain without
not
any j>ermnn<>!it Injury, but if It Is
well developed it is very easily weakViolent exercise, like rowing,
ened.
Λ great deal of strain o.i the

"Go away home!" she exclaimed.
"Go at once or the bad man will catch
you." She stretched out her hand Imperiously as she spoke.
"But ye're comin', tae, lassie. Ye're

was a

companion,

amount of exercise after be has llnisbed bis rowing career, there is no reason, so far as the heart and lunge are
concerned, that be should not live to a

light in her eyes.

numbed lingers. I managed it at last,
however, and his hands were also free.
Then we set to work to free our ankles, and after a delay which seemed
endless to my impatience we succeeded
and stiffly regained our feet. It seemed
1
to me that hours had passed, and

whispered impatiently.

λ

impulse.

ship*» lantern, and a woman
carrying it.
She came suddenly out of a oross
Then she held
passage and stopped.
up the lantern us high as her face and
peered forward into the darkness. It
was a strange face which the luntern
•bowed, α girlish fuce, with u pale,

my

especially

has aune to the conclusion that no man
In perfect health who has been properly trained is Injured by rowing, but
that, on the contrary, his heart Is so
strengthened that, with a moderate

covered
escape from our prison.
The girl had heard It too. She stood
with her head thrown back, listening.
"Quli.'k, lassie, quick!" Menzies exclaimed. "We maun get awa frae
here." She turned suddenly and look
ed at us, and It seemed to me that even
in that dim light I could see the wild

was

forward and spoke.

la the Kowloc Man If I· Stroma nad
Well UevclopcU.
A prominent member of the faculty
of the University of Pennsylvania Medical school has made a study of the
heart action of athletes. He has ex·
andned a large number of men in athrowing men, and be
letl«,

our

There was α sudden band of light
which crossed the darkness before us
at no great distunce. It was evidently
us.
a light, and it was coming toward
We waited breathlessly, and after a
minute or two that seemed to be more
than as many hours it ctme in sight.

It

THE A I HLt I t o π&λπι.

as I got on board, "noo,
lassie. There'· nae time tae lose, A'm
but
wonder
wudna
Ah
thin kit.'.
they've missed us already. Dlv ye
hear £>n?"
Even as the words left hie mouth 1
heard a distant sound as of several
voices shouting. No doubt they had die

cere's son» road oot o' this near by."
took the hint and moved on, but we
had only gone a few yards when we
common

ι

obeyed.
pered urgently

tance, for the voices that had seemed
to be coming nearer died away into
silence.
We both stopped and listened, but
there was not a sound. "We'd better
Menziee
gang forrnd, A'm thinkin',"
«aid at last. "Ah wudna wonder but

a

oor hid

"Malr, by token,
a sailor.
the niait an' sail's In her yet, no tae
speak o' a keg o* water an' proveesions," he added. "Come alang noo,
but mind yer feet"
I stood aside for the girl to go first,
but she motioned me to go before her,
"Noo," Menzlee whisand I

Maybe

stopped again by

no ane ο

dexterity of

cautiously forward into the
darker shadows. It seemed to me that
the place stretched indefinitely before
We must have gone for some dleus.
went

ttttuuuu

sort.".
-I wish we had some light, if It were
only to see what the place is like," I
"Wool.

yet.

on

ir π

boats, as A'm a lee vin' sinner!" Men·
lies whimpered in an excited voice a·
he descended with all the eure footed

be the
ness, I saw what appeared to
faint crimson reflection of a dying Are
somewhere beyond the passage. Darkand
er shadows seemed to flit across it,
I
the sound of voices reached me.
stopped to listen, but again Mensies'
voice whispered urgently: "Dlnna stop
they'll pass us by." We

roughly
had treated us even
ua
our way hack, and before leaving
more

■IjOHH, mon.

little
wae a
gray, uncertain light
darkstronger, and, peering into the

that he could make
fnce showed
nothing of this declaration, and after a
during
pause of perhaps a minute,
which Menzles looked coolly round
In
him, a short order was given, and
an Instant we were seized, as before,
fnd dragged from the place. In two
Or three minutes we found ourselves
once more in the singular prison from
which we had l>eon taken. Our guards
me

they tird ο?τ hands behind us and our
feet at the ankles with cords and
twisted fiber. Then with a peal of half
turned away
voices. or.ths ami snatches of hoarse drunken laughter they
md left us In the darkness.
turnsmd.
more.
few
A
stops
singing.
The harsh voices and laughter died
ing a corner In the broad passage, the
a
like
was
away In the distance, and for
•1<hv1.7
It
us.
hurst
scene
upon
some minutes neither of us appeared
cave, yet hardly a cave of Nature'»
to break th? slk'iice. A feelmaking. On each side the walls were dispose.!
eoid.
of
helpless despair of life had
ing
I
formed of the same gigantic stones
over me, a id yet I was conscious
had noticed already In the glance I crept
of a stran.ee curiosity as to how our
got of the cave In which I had recovaffected my singular companered consciousness. What the roof con- position
ion. At last the silence and darkness
sisted of I couldn't tell, but It was
so oppressive that I felt as if I
blackened with smoke which rose from grew
something to make sure that
must
say
a lire In the center of the place.
alone.
not
was
I
hunThere might have been nearly a
"Menzles!" I whispered. "Menzles!"
dred human beings visible, of whom
"Weel, captain?" Ilia voice came
perhaps sixty were men. Most of the back to me, cool and self possessed ω
others were women, while here and
ever—almost, as It seemed to me, with
there a child lay coiled up In a corner
a touch of humor in it.
that
evident
was
It
on the soft sand.
"I was right after all, you see. We'd
many races were represented among
have been in luck if we had been
orithe men.
Spanish desperadoes,
blown up."
ental negroes with black, ope-llke
"Speak for yoursel', captain. A'm
faces, and yellow faced outcasts of
no tluit fond o' gunpooder."
China and Japan with fierce animal
"It's a good deal easier than burneyes and bloated features could all b„
I fancy," I said, with something
ing.
at
u
glauce.
distinguished
a groan.
like
little
We were dragged between
"Ah wudna wonder, captain, but Ah
groups of men and women, who seemed
hae tine mind tae try. A'm thlnkln'
to be drinking, till we reached the
iule.
ii » aiHHH unie ιυ oe geuiu οοι ο
farther end. where a little knot of
Ah canna say Ah like the smell o't."
men were drinking at a table, at one
No doubt If there had been any light
end of which we were placed, facing
I should have stared In my surprise.
face
bloated
with
a
man.
dark
a large,
As it was, I only said: "Good heavens,
and bloodshot eyes, who sat drinking
Menzies! What do you mean?"
a
in
lie was dressed
at the other.
"Haud on till 1 get alangslde an' get
blue uniform coat, with epaulets, and
nia teeth intil yon lashln' round yer
a broad sash of crimson silk around
hauu's."
his waist* while he wore on his bead,
I felt him roll over and over in the
though tilted very much to one side,
eniid, and then, after a pause, a sharp
a cocked hat, with α large white plume
tooth touched my wrist from behind.
It was evident he wae
of feathers.
Not a word was said, but I felt hie
at
threw
he
Intoxicated, for the look
enteeth
gnaw and tear with dogged
me was at least as stupid as tierce,
that seemed almost
fibers
the
at
ergy
a
lanwhile he asked some question lu
The process
to cut into my wrists.
guage which I took to be Spanish or
was a slow one, but at last he stopped.
Portuguese. Meuzles. who was uow
"Noo," he whispered, "A'm thinkin'
beside me. shook his head, and I folcan help yersel', gin ye but gle yer
lowed his example. The captain looked ye
linun's a Jerk."
of
other
us,
the
to
one
stupidly from
A single effort proved that he was
and then he exclaimed wltli what
and my hands were at liberty.
right,
sounded like un oath:
"Noo," he whispered again, "ye'll
"Where come from, dogs?"
dae as much for me, though
Before I could make up my mind maybe
A'm no sayin' but what teeth's better
what to reply Menzies answered In his
than fingers for wark like this efter
usual cool, cynical voice: "Weel, noo
i'."
a
like
In
somothing
that ye speak
Menzles was right. At least, I found
Christian language. Ah diuna ailnd
It a slow and difficult job to unloose
telllu' ye—we're last frae Hongkong."
the cord that bound him with my be-

η η an

dairymen:
During the past month I have met
with a majority of the creamery manin

of the

«

The following from our dairy instructor has been crowded out the past two
weeks by other and pressing matter and
now will claim the attention of our

agers

Apple Crop

one has to take into consideration the
available supply of the enUre country of
any commodity in order to make up an
intelligent judgment of prospective
values. This holds true of apples as
well as other productions. Whether
the crop of our own state be la*8e °r
small is now a factor of limited importance in affecting the price per barrel
that may be realized for this commodity
in commercial transactions. It s not,
however, an easy matter to get at the ex
tent uf the crop of apples in the country
at large at any time with any degree of
CHAPTER II.
accuracy. This is especially true before
the liarvest-the time such
I came to myself it
usually made for trade circles. Even
It must have
was dark.
in the limited territory of our own state
been several minutes belast year the Maine Farmer was the
fore I attempted to move,
only paper that had any adequate appre- anil 1 gradually came back to fuller
ciation of what proved to be the extent
had happened.
of the crop, and we fell short of the consciousness of what
Into
actual harvest. The best an advance My eyes peered round curiously
estimate can be is to learn whether the the darkness In the vague hope of discrop is general or restricted—lart,e, me- covering something that might help
dium or small.
me. but the shadows were impenetraThe National Apple Shippers Asso- ble. What was It that had happened?
the
leadwith
is
an
ciation
organization
At last 1 put out my hand cautiously,
in" purpose of learning, so far as pracit came In contact with something. It
ticable through its members, the extent
and hard anil
and condition of the apple crop of the was something rough
I drew It back.
country, and after obtaining the infor- cool, and instinctively
I felt
mation they practico the open-door Again I put it out. and this time
policy of giving it to the public. We for the place on which I was lying. It
have watched the association for years was soft and warm, like very Une dry
with close interest, and have come to sand. I thought I had been perfectly
look upon it as the most reliable author- silent, but I suppose I must have made
ity in the country on the matter in hand. some noise loud enough to be heard In
This association held its annual °0°*β°*
the utter stillness of the place.
tion at Niagara Falls the oth and 6th of
A low. cautious whisper reached me.
the present month. The press commits
said In a tone which
tee issued the following report on the "Wheest. mon." It
back upthe
everything
estimate
of
somehow
brought
and
comparative
quality
on my mind with a vividness of a lightcrop in the country at large:
Maine, fair to good, 70 per cent.
ning blaz*. "Ah wadna Jist say it
New Hampshire, fair to good, ιΟ per \V!is ower cunny tac mak ony noise the

now."

A<l«lre<M all communications lnU aullclto·!
teo<le<l for thia department to IlKMtv D.
H»vh >nl>, Agricultural E.tltor Ox font Democrat, farte, Me.

are

unununnnunnnnn

Country.
Such are the facilities now for rapid
and cheap interior transportation that

AMONG THE FARMERS.

Words from

Auctioneer,

NUMBER 35.

1903.
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Scad fbrftcc staple.

father. "He Impresses

the
me

thoughtless

very favor-

ably."

"That's Just It," returned the thought

ful mother. "We must do something to
make his ambitious mother think we
regard ourselves a little above tbem socially If we are to make sure of him."
The Welkin* We Do.
It is safe to suy that every man
walks two miles a day, If only In stirring about his room or office. If a man
lives to he thirty years old be will
walk 21.000 miles. The man who believes In a dally constitutional of five
miles will walk 54,750 miles. The dr-

;

cuuifcrence of the earth Is 24.890 miles.
WnIking five miles a day. η man who
hue walked for thirty years will walk
around the globe twice and have a few
thousand *dd miles to his credit

/
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West

Paris Hill.
Baptist Church, Ββτ. H. H. Bishopm >
I reaching every Sunday at 11 a.
J un>or C. Β. at 2.30 P. M
Y. p. 8
®*ββ,.ηβ Serviceat 7M r.p. m.
u.
Praye
" 7 :S0· Coven» η
.netting the last Friday before the 1st Sun<tm<

rtm
Pastor.

β.κΐί^κϊ^00.'**!'*·
r*Sr
u«£.Wei°l»dVβ'βηΐηκat7:30
ili u^tL5venl°ic.
Μ^ηϊ
^
AU oot otherwise
the mouth at i 30

of
nected

p. m.

j

coo

are cordially Invited
Uul*pr«»ln» Churrtt, Rev. J. H. Mate. Pastor
8uBdv - h "

Miss Edith Watkins uf Waterville ii
spending a week with Mrs. Ε. H. Jack
son.

,

Ernest F. Shaw and family left Saturwhere they will b« ,
for the coming year.
Walter E. Twitchell has been visite*
by his sister, Mise Ina Twitchell, iron
Boston, and his nephew, Lewis Twitchell
Coming Events.
of Ashland, Mass. Mise Bertha Twitch
Sept. 8.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Otlsfleld Gore. ell, who bas been teaching in Vermont
Sept. ». 10.— Oxford Baptist Association, Turner is a guest there at present.
Sept 32-34.—Seventh seventh annual conference
who passed through tbii
A man
of Maine CongregaOonallsts, Farmlngton.
vicinity selling soap for the Wells Manu
1>ATKS OF AGRICULTURAL FAIRS.
factoring Company and giving premiums
Aug. 36-».— Eastern Maine, Bangor.
j
etc.. secured a number of victims. Th«
Aug. 31-Sept. 4 —Maine State, Lewlston.
Sept. S-10.—Riverside I'ark Association, Bethel whole thing appears to be a fraud
Sept. 15-17.—Oxford County. South Parle.
One person here sent a registered lettei
Sept. 32-34.—Androae* ggln Valley, Canton.
to the address of the company as givet
Sept. 3SM>ct. 1.—Weft Oxford, Kryeburg.
and it failed of delivery and was return
Sept. 30, Oct. 1.—Oxford North, Andover.
ed.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mrs. Ε. H. Jackson has been spendint
Job Pwjrroio:—New type, fast presse·, steam
power, experienced workmen and low price*
combine to make this department of our bual
nesa complete and popular.

New Kail Good·.
Reduced Price· on Fruit Jar·.
"Get the Habit."
Lost.
Dr. Austin Tenney, Oculist.
$13 00 buys a genuine rubber trimmed,
strap harness.

single

John's Letter.

hill Qolf Tournament.

A third golf tournament open only to
thi^l who had not won prizes in the
former tournaments of this season, took
place at the links last Friday and Saturday and was a very interesting event.
The first prizes were Mount Mica
tourmalines given by Mr. and Mrs. Bart
Jacob and won by Mr. Frederick T.
Case and Miss EtBe Morris. The second
prizes were pretty silver souvenirs given
by "an unknown friend" and won by
Judge Potter and Miss Janet Merrill.
The score was as follows:
FIRST ROt'NO.
Mr. Hammond anil Mrs. Lyon beat Mr. Wm
Atwood and Mre. Uavles, 6 up, 5 to play.
Mr. Thayer an»! Mise Josephine Cole beat Mr.
Wilder and Miss Brown 3 up, 2 to play.
Mr. Case and M hts MorrU beat Mr. Rodger*
ami Mine Kibe! Feseenden 6 up, 5 to playMr. Schofield and Mrs. Brook» beat Mr.
Wrl>{hi and Mltte Nichols 5 up, 4 to play.
Judge Potter and M1m Merrill beat Mr Sam.
Maihewson and Mre. Brown 5 up, J to play.
Mr. Jacob *nd Miss Adelaide Case beat Mr
Eagle and M le* Thome 5 up, 3 to play.
Mr. Geo. M. Atwood and Mre. Jarob beat Mr.
Shaw and Miss Fessenden t up, 1« hole»».

SECOND ROC Ν Ο.
Mr. Thaver and MIim Cole t>eat Mr. Hammond
and Mre. Lyon 1 up, li> boles.
Mr. Case an·) MIm Morris beat Mr. Schofleld
and Mrs. Brooke, Τ up, 6 to play.
Judge Potter and MIm Merrill beat Mr. Jacob
ami Mies Case 4 up. 2 to play.
Mr. Atwood and Mrs. Jacob a bye.
SEMI FINALS.

Mr. Case and MIm Morris beat Mr. Thayer
an<l Ml-* Cole, 4 up, 3 to play
Judge Potter and Mis· Merrill beat Mr.
Atwood and Mrs. Jacob β up, 4 to play.
F1NAL8.

Mr. Case and Miss Morris beat
and MIm Merrill 7 up, β to play.

Oxford

Baptist

Judge Potter

Association.

The Oxford Baptist Association will
meet in Turner, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 0 and 10. Programme:
WEDNESUAT

Mrs. G. P. Camming· and two children of Boston are visiting her brother,
D. H. Fifield.
A week ago Sunday a nice ten nound
boy arrived at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Briggs at Trap Corner.
Misses Ada and Inez Briggs spent
several days of last week at Portland
and Brunswick.
Miss Géraldine Whitman of Buckfleld
came last week with her father, Dr. A.
C. Whitman, on his regular trip to visit
his patients. She also went to North
Paris, West Sumner, and Bryant Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Loveland from Rockville,
Conn., are visiting their son and wife in
this place.
Mrs. C. H.

Young from Cornish
visiting relatives in town.

MORN ISO.

Rev. K. S Cotton.
U-00. Praver Service,
11:15. Organization and Appointment of Com
mlttees.
11 30. Reading Church Letters.
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

Rev. B. F. Turner.
1 SO. Praise Service,
Rev. J. I). Graham.
1 45. Annual Sermon,
2 30. Reading Church Letters.
WEDNESDAY EVENING.
Rev. H. A. Brown.
7-00. Song Service,
7:13. Seventy HfUi Anniversary Exercise.
8 .DO. Sermon by Pres. White of Colby College.
THCRSDAY MORNING.
Rev. Mr. Klsg.
y.OO. Devotional Service,
9 15. Reports of Committees and Addresses.
Rev. A. R Crane, D. D.
9:30. E-lucatton,
9 45. Newton Theological Institution,
Rev. 8. E. Packard.
Rev. K. S. Cotton.
Ι0Ό0. Home Missions,
10:15. American Baptist Publication Society,
Rev. B. F. Turner.
10-30. Foreign MlMlons,
Rev. W. H. Leslie. M. D Ban/a Monteke, Africa.
1130. Business.
THURSDAY AFTERNOON.
Mr. H. M. Barrows
1 15. Song Service,
Rev. H. S. Plnkham.
1 So. Sermon,
Rev. Ε. H. Doane.
2 00. Closing Service,
•

To Our Friends and Neighbors.
For the kind acts done, the beautiful
flowers given and for the love and sympathy shown during the sickness and
death of our mother, we would extend
sincerest thanks.
Mas. G. M. Gh.es.
Mrs. I. J. Monk.
Miss Cora Kkkxk.
Card of Thanks.
We wish to express our sincere thanks
to our many friends for their kindness
during the long illness of our wife and
mother, and for the flowers furnished
for the funeral.
CuAJtLxs P. Wilson.
Mrs. Ctbcs Dubgin.
Minnie Wilson.
South Paris, Aug. 31.
Edward A. White, aged 27, of Augusta, committed suicide at his home Thurs
day by cuttiig his throat. He returned
that morning from Ste. Anne de Beau pre,
where he has been for treatment, and
showed signs of mental derangement.
His parents, two brothers and two sisters survive him.

The Brunswick Telegraph has discontinued publication, the good will of the

paper having been sold to the publishers
of the Brunswick Record. The Telegraph was established nearly fifty years
the
ago, and was published during
larger part of its existence by the veteran
▲. G. Tenney,
Zion's Advocate has recently celebrated its 76th anniversary. It is five years I
older than the Oxford Democrat

is

S. T. White has been to Lewiston and

visit to his old home in Topsham,
and is now at home quite ill with an
attack of summer grippe.
The regular meeting of the W. C. T.
U. will be held next Thursday afternoon
at the home of the president, Mrs. L. C.
Bales.
Eli Berry and daughter from Foxboro,
Mass., arc visiting hîli brother, Doa.
Geo. Berry.
James Robinson and wife have moved
into tho upstairs rent at N. J. Cushman's.
The daughter of Emerson Curtis is
visiting at Hannibal Curtis'.
Miss Ruth Tucker of South Paris
visited a day or two last week at Mrs. L.
C. Bates'.
Misses Carrie and Minnie Whittle of
I
ayB atCamp Hawthorn, Sebag(
Lynn, Mass., are spending a three weeks'
vacation in this place and at Greenwood.
Miss Stella Houghton has been a
! Tliey have many friends and acquainthei
on
was
She
few
for
a
home
days.
in this vicinity who will be glad to
Norma I ances
way from Old Orchard to the
see them.
School at Farmington where she wil
Jennie M. Brown spent two or three
graduate next June.
days of last week visitiug at South Paris
Guy Bennett, who has spent the sum and Paris Hill.
mer vacation canvassing in Aroostool
Lyndon L. Dunham of Brattleboro,
County, is at home for a short time.
Vt., has been visiting his parents, Mr.
A party of thirty or more went on
and Mrs. S. W. Dunham.
hayrack ride and picnic to Streakec
Arthur L. Mann is wearing a broad
liveh
a
had
and
Mountain Thursday,
and comprehensive smile, tfie reason
and pleasant day. Most of the parti
being a tine little daughter which arrivwent up the mountain, and as the daj
ed last Friday. The nurse employed is
was tine,
they were rewarded with s Mrs. Caroline Marshall, and Mrs. Manu
magnificent view.
is doing well.
Wednesday evening the comedy, Capt
The usual tifth Sunday evening union
Racket," was played at Academy Hal service was held last Sunday at the
with the following cast:
Methodist chapel under the auspices of
Capt. Robert Racket. Of the Nation*! Guar! A the W. C. T. U. Good addresses were
lawyer when he has nothing else to do
made by Rev. Β. M. Edwards and Rev.
Ο bed lah Dawson. His
D. F. Nelson, and a pleasing solo sung
by Mrs. S. T. White.
Wend.
The state W. C. T. U. organizer, Miss
money, and Is sorry for It.
Alice II. Moore of Rockland, is expected
Mr. Dalroy, His father In law,
to visit this place some timo this week
^'Γ· Sam Mathe'wson but the exact date has not yet been ar..ι.
from the "Cafe Glorlana.·
Holuna
tiobso·, A* waiter
who adds to the confusion,
ranged.
Rev. Mr. Potterton of New York
Clarice, The Captain's
preached a good sermon Sunday afterlark, and up to "anything awful."
This
noon for the Universalist society.
Mr8'
ta',y wlth "
will be their last service for the season.
th
a vexation of «plrlt,
her Timothy
W. S. Wight of Bethel, vocal music
V* Moris teacher, with his chorus of 25 voices of
Kate, A mischievous maid,
The play is of the present day farce Bryant's Pond, assisted by the Ladies'
comedy style, and is really a farce ir Schubert Quartette of South Paris, will
three acts. For all that, it affords ar give a grand concert at Dunham's Hall,
opportunity for some good charactei Monday evening, Sept. 7. This will be
work, and that it had. There was not s a tine treat to all the people of West
weak part in the cast, and the audienc< Paris. Don't miss it.
were kept in almost continuous laugh
Albany.
There was a good house, and a fail
ter.
sum was realized for the benefit of the
Centennial has passed, and only an
church.
occasional echo is heard now.
Episcopal
One of the largest audiences of th<
Farmers are attending to their hay and
season assembled Friday evening foi
grain. Hay is proving a far better crop
the entertainment of the Universalis : than was at first reckoned on.
The Shedd family reunion came off on
PrwKra»ime was given bi
w
Wood and her guests from Snow'< the regular annual date, Aug. 19, at the
Mrs.
Falls, and was as follows:
house of James A. Kimball of this town.
,™,,β
The weather was good and also the dinThe
ner, as might be expected by any one
that ever happened there at meal time.
Recitation—Glnevera (by
There were present relatives, friends
in number of
and neighbors thirty
M<tjr ·Spαr'",
which I will name a few: James Hall of
Ouet," Home it the
""
South Waterford; John Shedd and family
Tenor solo. The
Horace Oxnard
of North Waterford;
Mr P;irold Leslie
and family of Norway; Ε. K. Baston of
Barlloue solo. The Deathless Armv,
Mr. Stea'ltnao
Boston; Newton Shedd of Hartford,
Every number was encored, and the re Ct., who was born on the same farm
where they met, but is now in the exsponses were geuerous. All the singert
have good and well cultivated voices press business in Hartford, employing
while Mr. Million's piano playing, Mrs several teams and some dozen men;
Harrison;
Wood's reading ami Miss Sparks' danc Lyman Shedd and family,
ingmet with enthusiastic approval. II Geo. Kimball and family of Waterford;
is rarely that so good a programme is Mrs. Russell and children and Miss
afforded the people of Paris Hill, anc Wood of North Norway; together with
expressions of delight were frequeut friends and neighbors to the number of
Music for the dancing which followec thirty. Those present pronounce it a
was furnished by
violin, cornet anc success in every way. On parting it was
voted to meet the 3d Wednesday in Aupiano, and a large number enjoyed it.
Next Sunday the pastor of the Uni gust, 1904, and bring as many more as
versalist church will have returned front they can.
λ\ îlluim J. liale, wbo lias ho acceptably
his vacation and he hopes to meet all
the families of the parish, or a repre filled the place of pastor of the Congresentative of each family, where all can- gational church here through the past
two summers, will preach his farewell
not come, at church or Sunday School.
Let every member of our Sunday School sermon next Sunday, and return to his
studies
in the seminary at New Haven,
will
be
try and be present. The pastor
Ct. Mr. Hale is a rising young man of
glad to see you all.
Mrs. E. 11. Cummings is visiting rela- much promise, and will leave not a few
tives and friends in Auburn, Turner, friends but no enemies behind him. All
would like very much to see him back
Dixtield and Humford Falls.
Mrs. Peter Albee, who has been visit again.
Austin Hutchinson went past the
ing Mrs. Ε. 11. Cummings for a few
corner this morning with the largest
weeks, returned to Auburn Saturday.
Arthur J. Woodward, wife and two drove of beef cattle that has been through
children, from Quincy, Mass., are visit- town for many years. He drives to
Lewieton.
ing at W. II. Cummings'.
Mr. and Mrs. Patten and three daugh
Thursday, Tilt Burke was in town
ters, of Boston, who have been at W. H, buying veal calves.
Friday Fred L. Ordway of West Bethel
Cummings' for a week, returned home
the same business. He
was here on
Monday.
James K. Kimball and wife of Chicagc seems to be gaining foothold here in bis
business each month.
are stopping at the Hubbard House.
Nina F. Bean and Arthur Andrews
Clayton K. Brooks left Saturday foi
New York to take his new position. He will go back to Bothel next week to atleaves many friends, arid takes with him tend another year at Gould's.
Mrs. Abel Andrews and son Arthur
the good wishes of the entire community.
Mrs. Brooks and daughter will remaio went to Norway to-day on business.
here for the present.
North Buckfield.
The opening of September calls some
Mrs. Washington Heald and Miss Magof the people back to their city homes,
but most of them still remain, and gie Heald were at the musical festival at
others will come a little later, so that Kumford Falls last week.
Will Clapp, wife, and two lady friends,
September promisee to be quite a lively
Elva and Kate Johnson, of Salem, Mass.,
month.
Mr. and Mrs. Jones of Newtonville, were guests of B. F. Heald and family a
few days last week.
Mass., are at Mrs. J. C. Cummings'.
C. F. Whitman of Norway and Alfred
Rev. G. M. P. King, D. D., of Richmond, Va., preached at the Baptist Cole of Buckfield village spent the 20th
in our place looking up material for the
church on Sunday.
Miss Laura Cole has been in Portland history of Buckfield, which is soon to be
for a week, visiting her cousins, Ralph published.
and Roy Kittredge.
Henry Wheeler has gone to the Eastern
Frederick T. Case has joined the state fair with his son, who has taken
his herd of cattle there.
family here for a short stay.
of Sumner passed
Luther Maxim
The recent arrivals at White Mountain
View Farm are, Fred Wilder, Boston; through our place the 23d with his herd
Mrs. Joshua Fessenden, Miss Alice Fes- of Devons on his way to the Eastern
senden, Mrs. Pendleton, of Stamford, state fair.
Mrs. John Cobb of Boston is with her
Conn.
The tennis tournameut of last week mother, Mm. Kozetta Bicknell, for a
was won by Ernest F. Shaw and Philip while.
Bennie Howe, youngest son of Clinton
Fessenden. Three sets of doubles were
played in the iirst series, but the full Howe, lato of Sumner, and wife, are
score is not available.
guests of hie uncle, B. F. Heald, and
Mr. Howe has
Miss Gertrude Harlow of Dixfield is family for a few days.
the guest of her sister, Mrs. George M. charge of the station at Grindstone on
the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad.
Atwood.
Charles L. Case, Esq., has returned to
Wilson's
of
month
New York after spending the
Stahl Λ Lary of Berlin have purchasMr. Case
August with his family here.
will return to Paris for a short stay ed the timber land on J. C. Bean estate.
Ernest Gilman and Walter Leavitt of
about three weeks later.
The regular Saturday afternoon tea at Colebrook were in town over Sunday.
the golf liaks was given by Mrs. John
Ilyman Stahl and E. Lary of Berlin
Mrs. were in town Saturday and Sunday.
Pierce and Mrs. O. A. Thayer.
Potter and Mrs. Thome gave able asWednesday several of the neighbors
sistance, and it is not too much to say turned out and helped J. W. Carter with
that it was one of the best of the un- his haying.
Sheridan Lary with a large crew of men
broken series of successful entertainments of this character that have been and horses, cut the hay on the J. C.
given during the summer. The club Beau place in less than two days.
Rev. A. F. Hinkley gave an illutrated
house was prettily decorated with autumn leaves. President Case introduced lecture Friday evening on the evils of
Ex-Gov. Sidney I'erham, who was recent- intemperance, at the school house, for
ly made an honorary member of the the benefit of the Ladies' Aid Society.
club. The veuerable governor was given A good number in attendance for the
an enthusiastic reception and addressed place.
Rev. E. A. Tuck and wife with two
the assembly in brief but very appropriate remarks. The combined ap- lady friends were in town Friday.
Two
contest
was
won
very heavy thunder showers passproaching and putting
by Miss Clara Case on the part of the ed over here Saturday morning.
ladies and by Mr. Bart Jacob on the part
of the men. The prizes given by Mr.
Hiram.
and Mrs. Pierce were very pretty little
On Wednesday afternoon and evening
mantel clocks.
the Congregational Circle was entertainRegular meeting of directors of Paris ed by Mrs. Lusanna W. Hubbard, and
Hill Library Association will be held at
her daughter, Mrs. J. B. Pike. There
Hamlin Memorial Hall, Tuesday, Sept. 1,
was a large attendance and the occasion
m.
3
at
p,
1903,
was a very pleasant one.
Their resiAnesta Eastman, Clerk.
dence is the old ancestral mansion of
who
have
and
Potter
family,
Judge
Gen. Peleg Wadsworth of Revolutionary
been at Elmhurst, (O. A. Thayer's) durfame, built in 1800, and contains many
ing the summer, returned to their home quaint and curious relics of by-gone
in Pittsburg, Penn., Monday of this
years. The room occupied by the poet
week.
Ix>ngfellow in his boyhood, during his
M
of
J.
Mrs.
Mr. and
array Quinby
visits to his grandfather, remains very
L.
and
James
Thomp- much as when he used it, and is of much
Newton, Mass.,
son of Portland are guests at Elmhurst.
interest to summer boarders and other
visitors.
WH1TTKMOKK DISTHICT.
Mrs. Elias Gould is in poor health.
Mr. Cyrus H. Goodwin is preparing to
A. O. Wheeler left Aug. 24th with bis
herd of thoroughbred Ayrshires, to at- build a house on his mother's farm.
Dr. H. A. Pick of Boston ia enjoying
tend the Eastern Maine State Fair at
Bangor, and will attend the State Fair his annual vacation at EU C. Wadsworth's cottage·.
at Lew is ton on his return home.
Mr. C. H. Colby ia in Berlin, Ν. H.,
Among our smart old gentlemen is
for a visit of two weeks with relatives Mr. Nathaniel W. Adams of South
there.
Hiram, aged 80 years, who has done
Cuvier Colby of Berlin was in town very much of the mowing and raking
with a hone on his son's extensive farm.
over Sunday, Aug. S3.

day for Kennebunk,

on a

like

I notice that some of the fraternity
were thrown into convulsions by what
the secretary said in open meeting. Had
they been there and heard what went
before and what followed, it is doubtful
if the criticism would have been carried
so ridiculously far and have been left so
It was a
open to a harsher criticism.
temperate temperance speech, and I suppose that is all he claimed for it or attempted—a more temperate one than we
would have made were we a maker of
speeches, for we are moved more by impulse and are often hasty.
But we are not hasty, but deliberate,
when we give it as our opinion that the
prohibitory law was brought into contempt by its non-enforcement by those
whose sworn duty it was and is to enforce. Better no law than a law unnoticed. It is practically free rum. It
requires a strenuous man for a tirst class
tireman. There is something of a conflagration on in this country if all reports are true. Whoever belongs to the
tire brigade and is clothed with authority, let him turu on the hose, point the
nozzle toward the central tire and squirt
for all he is worth.
Or would it be
better to let it burn unchecked to the
"lowest hell," to the destruction of
homes and the ruin of the nation? Or
would it be better to license the setting
of more fires?
We have heard it remarked that there
are good men among the dealers in
liquor. I doubt if the goodness of him
who puts the cup to his neighbor's lips
is of the highest quality, as it bears the
impress of a curse, even the curse of the
Almighty. It may pass current in the
circles of the "best society," but is a
little "off" in the homes he has ruined,
and it is hardly supposable that it will
pass at its face value in the marts of
heaven.
It cannot be, my de—lightful contemporary, that our swapping of gum has
created atmospheric disturbances and
has stopped the wheels of industry.
If
so it would be well to say: "Concluded
next week."
It was a bit reckless to
say out loud and in meeting, "My dear,"
not knowing how well you can bear
trouble. But truly and sincerely and
without joking, I have looked so deeply
into a mother's and a sister's heart that
I feel that way toward womankind, be
they married or single. O, yes, I have a
warm regard for the sex
taken as a
whole. Of course there are those who
a
fancied
or real,
higher plane,
occupy
that chill the natural feelings, a thing
we cannot help.
'Tie your inning.
John.
Paris

Parle.

T»mothy-T"«,;;%u

Uncte.'ftUX^w^
who^X.t!
a^jolly covej0"1"

pretty* VlVe^nut*

te®Per*whofl^"

ier"Sn·

SStoïïïU.

Mu'slc'

Bandolero)*Γ

-iyivjK

Swallow^"
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Buckfleld.
Wm. Cushman, the Democrat's Hartford correspondent, has returned from
an extended visit with friends in Massachusetts looking as fresh as a peach.
E. R. and Mrs. Baxter of the Portland
Packing Co. were in town over the Sabbath.

Miss Beth Laughton of Bridgewater,
Mass., is visiting relatives in town.
Wm. C. Clapp, wife and two lady
friends from Salem, Mass., called at Dr.
Heald's Aug. 22d.
A. F. Drummond and family of Waterville have returned home after visiting
Mrs. Drummond's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. H. Prince.
The last sad services over the remains
of Mies Evaline E. Barrett occurred
August 22d, at her home, which she had
occupied but three weeks. Rev. Mr.
Miller was the officiating clergyman.
James A. Thompson was buried Sunday from the home of his son-in-law,
The exercises were
Ernest Damon.
conducted by the G. A. R. and Rev. Mr.
Turner.
A pleasant picnic was enjoyed by the
W. C. T. U. and the Sabbath Schools of
this place Aug. 21st, at Lake Anasagunticook. They wont on the regular traiD
Recitations,
and returned on an extra.
music and croquet were conducted by
Rev. Mr. Turner. Remarks by Rev. Mr.
Abercrombie, and music on a finegraphôphone by C. W. George, a boarder in the
place from Boston.
Just my luck. Always getting somebody into a pickle. By reason of a line
being drawn between my locals and a
letter, on one occasion, John got a letter
intended foranothor, hence a correspondWhere will it
ence and a flirtation.
end? The old adage that the course of
A case
—ahem, never did run smooth.
of broach of promise, eh?
Well, John,
como
round.
are
for
bail
if you
looking
Rehearsals aro in order, and a necessity
in case of entertainments, etc., but to
adopt the same at funerals by closing
the casket and having the mourners
make the circuit first, soems to be an innovation.
Mrs. Fanny E. Voso Haskell and sister,
Mrs. A. F. Bartlett, of Lynn, are stopping in town a few days. They were
former residents of this town.
The etoamboat inspectors wore in
town Wednesday.
I. W. Shaw and family returned from
Teak's Island Monday.
Fiorian and Llewellyn Jordan swung
their ladders under the bridge preparaOn going
tory to painting the eame.
down with their pots and brushes, somethem
to mingle
thing gave way, causing
with the waters of the Nezinscot, while
their paint was reduced to a nonentity.
Miss Mabel Buck of Drummond Street,
Auburn, has been a recent guest at L.
B. Spauiding's.
Col. Bradbury, at Hotel Long, fell and
broke a leg Tuesday. F. A. Robinson is
caring for him.
Tuesday being a rainy day I wrote a
brief roport of Hon. John D. Long's
lecture, before I knew of the flurry it
had created in the editorial kingdom,
and since I am only a no account crank
I will let it go as it is. Cranks are of
various kinds. I have known editorial
cranks, good and bad. Some play fair,
giving all an opportunity to defend their
views in their columns, while others
lire and crawl into their shelle. (The
report is in another column.)

Bethel.

Last Saturday two little Wardwell
girls aged four and seven, whose parents
are guests at Mr. S. B. Twitchell's, rode
with one of Prof. Chapman's hired men
to a pasture. The man left the carriage
to shut a gate and the horse started to
run; the younger child was thrown out
between the wheels and the back part
of the spring board passed over her
stomach and her head was bruised. She

taken up unconscious and remained
in this condition for some time. Dr.
Sturdivant was called and found no
bones broken and the little one is fast
recovering. The older child clung to
carriage uniil the horse turned into the
door yard when the carriage overturned
but fortunately she was not hurt. It
was a most fortunate escape from a most

was

terrible accident

Rev. F. C. Potter has been attending
but returned to preach

campmooting
Sunday.

Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Mason of Portland have been spending a few days in
Bethel with Mr. Mason's mother. Mr.
and Mrs. Mason have been enjoying a
carriage drive through the White Mountain region goiug via Fryeburg and North
Berlin
Conway and returning
and Gorham, Ν. Π.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chandler returned
from Montreal Monday and Mr. Chandler went to South Paris Tuesday and
Mrs. Chandler and their little daughters
returned to their home Wednesday.
Mr. Walter Foster returned from the
Central Maine General Hospital Saturday and is improving in health and
soon to return to his home in

through

hopes

Newry.

Mrs. S. I. French returned from the
hospital Monday, where she submitted
to a critical surgical operation, and is

gaining rapidly.

Dr. and Mrs. F. I. Brown of South
Portland are with Mrs. Brown's parents,
Hon. and Mrs. J. M. Philbrook. Much
sympathy is exprossed for Dr. and Mrs.
Brown whose infant son died last Satur-

day.

Dr. and Mrs. F. B. Tuell spent Sunday with Mr. Leon Walker at his home
in Oxford.
Wednesday evening a concert was given at Odeon Ilall with the following
talent: Mme. Dora Wiley, tenor, assisted by Mrs. Carl A. Hansmann,contralto;
Mrs. A. B. Vandenkerckhoven, reader,
Seldon T. Crafts, accompanist. A very
fine program was rendered.
Mr. and Mrs. J. V. Holt returned to
iheirhotne in Andover, Mass., Saturday.
The schools in town will begin Monday, Aug. 31st.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Edwards of
Caribou have been visiting in Bethel
having made the trip in their automobile.
Next Wednesday evening Miss Alice
Moore, state organizer for the W. C. T.
U., will give a "parlor talk" in the parlors of Garland Chapel. Miss Moore
is a very bright, interesting sfoaker and
thoroughly in earnest in her work.
Hebron.

Mr. Clarence Flood of Oxford preached
here Sunday.
A. M. Richardson spent Sunday here.
Mr. W. W. Ilanscom of New York is
at Fred Cushman's this week.
Hon. D. P. Bailey and wife are visiting his sister, Miss Hattie Bailey.
Mr. and Mrs. Crafts and wife are visitand Mrs. Phillips of Auburn have been
East Sumner.
visiting relatives here.
Ezra II. Stetson and wife of South
Mr. John Marston and Miss Louise
Weymouth, Mass., and Miss Nellie Hib- Clark of Boston are in the place for a
bard of Gorhain have been visiting rela- short time.
Rev. Geo. W. McCombe of Arlington
tives and friends in town.
Mrs. Addie, wife of Ezra Keen, is visit- Heights was hero a few days this week.
ing at Cyrus B. Heald's in Norridge- Mr. McCombe -was a graduate of the
wock. Mr. Keen will go later.
academy.
Mr. and Mrs. Rowe and son George of
Atwood Morrill of Worcester, Mass.,
has been in town a few days.
Poland were guests of Miss Grace Bumpus Tuesday.
Summer visitors are leaving.
S. C. Heald and wife and Lostor E.
Mrs. C. H. Iluckaby, who has been
of
Robinson and wife have been guests
spending a few weeks at C. E. Tripp's,
A. D. Park and wife at Old Orchard.
returned to her homo in Maiden this
Everett, son of Rev. L. W. Muttart, week.
who is a student at the Moody School at
Many of the young people went to
Xorthlield, Mass., is at homo on vaca- Whitney Pond Wednesday, on a picnic.
tion.
Miss Grace Bumpus attended the
State Fair will bo well attended this teachers' examination at South Paris
year as "sweet corn" will not detain Friday.
auy.

East Hebron.
Tuesday's rain has given a now start
to vegetation, and laid the duet finely
fur the travelers' benefit.
Severe colds appear in nearly every
family and remain for a long period of
time.
A small number of haymakers have a
large number of acres of grass to cut.
Albert Merrill says he shall finish haying the day before thanksgiving and
shall not commence again until a new
year comes in.
Alice Davis has returned from Lynn
sick from tho eifects of measles.
Melvin Karris and Henry Whitman's
health is still improving.
Mrs. Allen has employed Cornelius
Uailey to can her beans and peas for
winter use.
School commences Sept. 9th to be
taught by Herbert Bowman, the teacher of tho spring term of the same school.
Stray cats have commenced taking a
meal of our neighbors' chickens, but
they get caught while eating.
Mrs. Emma Packard is now visiting
in this place, having filled her engagements as nurse.
Mrs. Adrian Roberts, a former resident
of East Hebron, has a collection of dahlias growing of various colore and the
finest quilled we have seen for many
years and the most beautiful specimen
of the dahlia tribe.
Corn grows more of late and the owners think they shall get a small amount
for the factory if the frost does not come
too soon.
Oxford.
Dr. A. L.

Bangor.

nersey

has returned from

Mrs. C. S. Hayes has gone to Augusta
to visit her daughter, Mrs. Hall.
Mrs. Walter Dawes of Auburn and
lier sister. Miss McCrone of Boston,
visited here last week.
Mrs. Orin Martin is visiting relatives
in Massachusetts.
Elihu Gilbert of Boston, formerly a
resident here, was in town for a fow

days.

Alice Scholfield of Auburn is
her brother, George Jones.
The T. A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., and
W. R. C. were invited to a picnic on the
grounds of Llewellyn Spurr and wife of
Otislield, on Saturday. A large number
were
prient and report a good time.
Alton λ errill has sold his cottage on
the shore of Lake Thompson to Arthur
Record.
Mrs. Keeno and little daughter have
been visiting her father, Rev. Mr. NewMrs.

visiting

port.

Dr. Donovan of Lewiston was in town

Wednesday.

North Paris.
John Reeves has bought the G. G.
Fuller place and has cut the hay.
Charles Page cut the grass on the M.
D. Foss place.
R. B. Nevers has sold hie oxen to Bon
Gerrish.
There is to be a special meeting ol
West Paris Grange Aug. 29, to see about
making an exhibit at the fair.
James Thompson, a former resident
of this place, died at Cornish, Ν. II.,
and was buried Aug. 23d.
We received a pleasant call from a
former schoolmate, Justin Townsend,
accompanied by his wife and Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Marshall, the 25th.
Quite a large amount of money is received by our farmers from the butter
factory at West Paris, R. B. Nevers having the largest check, (over $100) of any
one in this section.
Mr. David Young, our most aged citiSaturday the 22d, lacking only
of 09 years. His daughter,
Mrs. Morse of Massachusetts, has remained here and cared for him for several years and has been most faithful to
him; none could have been more so.
Ilis children and other relatives were
present at the funeral services.
Mrs. M. D. Brown has left for her
home in Dorchester at 27 Abbott Street.
Mrs. C. A. Abbott was at Bethel over
zen, died
a few weeks

Brownflcld.

Farmern are nearly through their haying. An average crop except on low
meadows.
Mrs. John Rolf and daughter from
Salem, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Rolfs
mother, Mrs. John Sands. Mrs. Sands
will accompany her daughter on her return to Salem.
Dr. Jacob Wentworth, formerly of
this town, now of Boston, is stopping
with Mrs. Julia Bean.
Mrs. J. L. Frink is visiting her sister
in Denmark, Mrs. M. J. Ingalls.
The cold nights that are so frequent
cause the corn crop to look slim, and
It will need all of September to Insure an
iverage crop.

wa* a success.

East Bethel.

Haying still lingers.
Corn is growing fast just now.
Mrs. Flora Felker and eon,

Avon, Mass.,
this place.

from
recently visited relatives in

Miss Hester Kimball spent the past
week with relatives in Milan, Ν. H.
Miss Mildred Farwell from Portland
risited her cousin, Ella Farwell, last

daughter,

low It'·

Congregational

several friends.

-Philadelphia Bulletl*

Angeles, Cal.

Thursday evening,

Mr. Melvin Ballard of Washington, D.
C., was tlie guest of Mr. and Mrs. Eckley
Ballard this week.
Mrs. Virginia Trube left Monday for
Ν. Y., where she will make her home,
accompanied by two children. The rest
will go later.
Miss Mollie Gordon bas returned from
Lovell Center, where she went to visit
Miss Alice Stearns.
Mrs. Susan Gordon died Thursday
night after a long and painful illness.
Mr. and Mrs. John Eastman, accompanicd by Mrs. Bedlow and Mrs. Baker,
spent a few days in Chatham this week.
Miss Louise Abbott has returned from
Meriden, Ν. Π., where she has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Woodbury.
A merry party went from here to
Madison, Ν. B., old homo week.
Miss Carrie Forrest, who was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Littlefielrt,
has returned to her home in Salem.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Brackett are at
camp at Sebago and are entertaining her
sister and niece, of Waltham.
The New Church Association was held
here Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. C. Π. Tibbetts and daughter,
Mrs. Connor, spent a few days in Norway this week.

Tim·

Waited.

Pallette—You'd be surprised If yon
knew the amount of time spent on that
canvas.

Pellette—Yes; I understand men bar·
stood In front of it for hours trying ta
make out what it is.—Yonkers Statesman.

Unthinking Freshman.
There once waa a freshman named Qreeniner.
Who fell down four flights without meaning.
The Janitor swore
As he struck the ground floor,
"
'Twill take all the afternoon cleaning!"
—Columbia Jester.

To reduce

man.

La Moyne—Well, I suppose his curves
Cleveland
■till knock people silly.
Plain Dealer.
—

Bratal.

"Coward!" said the house fly as
He read the baseball

<<

u

Mason Jars,
Mason Jars,

Thi* is

Virgil II. Johnson, wife and three
children, Adelene, Donald and Lillian,

are

visiting hU

sister, Mrs. C. H. Pride.

wife and
daughter
of Medford, Mass., were at J. W.
since.
Atherton's not long
L. M. Sanderson and family attended
the Nelson-Shaw wedding at South
Ed

Hazel,

Hodgman,

Waterford the 26th.

Maine News Note*.
In her unofficial trial, the cruiser
Cleveland, built by the Bath Iron Works,
slightly exceeded the contract speed of

10.5 knots.
The latest sensation at Old Orchard
is a fair bather clad in a white silk
bloomer suit. She seems to be most
obliging to the camera artiste.
A prominent Boston lawyer and his
sons paid $1)0 and costs in the court at
Dover a few days since, for killing two
deer and two partridges in close time.

.80
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half dozen lots.

Square,

ΜΔ1ΝΒ.

as

good

$15

a

00.

machine stitched harness
I also have the

same

as

is

generally

harness in

nickel

JAMES IN. FAVOR,

Ol Main St., Norway, Malno.

Boys'
Fall

Wear
Just in and

we

want you to

look it

over.

k»:e tiiκ tailoring.
It's

well «lone

The suits are well trimmed, braiding and what not.
or home wear.
Just what you want for church, school,

new suits

N01 folks, Double-Breasted, Vestee and
Money refunded if goods are not

-

three-piece
satisfactory.

suite.

F. PLUMMER, ™;r.

J.

31 Market

&

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106 3.

YARNS.
We have

a

new, fresh stock of

YARNS juit received in

Shetland Floss, Shetland
Wool, Germantown, Scotch,

Spanish, Saxony, and Knitting Yarns. See our line.
MRS. E. A. HOWE,
MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

(ooking-Ranges

HAVE WON THE LEAD BECAUSE OF

The Single Damper (patented) which prevents the difficulty and confusion of two-damper ranges ;
Extra Large Oven with asbestos-lined back and heat-

was

und reluted to his wife whut he took to
be his wonderful dream.

saving cup-joint flues ;
Improved Dock-Ash Grate, which makes a better fir·
and

Silly Hilly From Dolton.
In α certain town in the north of
England there Is a man known by
Not feeling
the name of Silly Billy.
well one day, he sent for the doctor.
After "xaminatinn the doctor usked
him if he would take u note to the
Model Lodging house und he would
give him sixpence. So Billy, not liking
to refuse, said he would. But on the
•vuy th<»ro he cuine across η street
lie told the
sweeper Hint he knew.
he
sweeper where he was going, but
said If he would tuke the note he would
give him threepence. So ofT he went
and gave the landlord the note, und be

saves

fuel ;

Removable Nickel Rails,
of

blacking;

Together

with the

which

Simmering Cover, extra large

half the trouble
Aeh

Pan, etc.,etc.

no

"

WALKER & PRATT MFG.

a

CO., 31-35 Uilo· Stmt, Boston, Μια

PEERING &

replied.—London Telegruoh.

save

agent In your town we will send
Crawford " on 30 days' trial.

// there Is

found the following written:
"Give this man η bath and keep him
In till tomorrow morning, und I will
«•all und see him."
So the following morning the doctor
came and was shown into his room.
Looking at the iiuin, he exclaimed:
"This Is not the man I sent!"
"No. It's not. and I'll pound Silly
Billy's hi'ud off when I see him!" the

WOOD

HARVESTING MACHINERY.

Λ iii'lliluut Kelort.

After dinner speaking Is uii art, and,
like many other arts, Its excellence has
much to do with the mood of the artist.
Some of the best of our after dinner
speakers sometimes fail, but It Is not
ofte·· (hut failure results in the enrichment of the world's store of epigram,
as It did In the case of Lord Ersklw»

"

trimmed for $10.00.

conceived.
Waking in due time he returned home

sweeper

"

$12.00 buys a genuine rubber
trimmed, single strap harness.

his new role, wus received on all sides,
by command of the duke, with deep respect, and ended his brief reign in the
palace with α grund supper und bull.
When presently he fell asleep he was
reclothcd In his rugs and taken to the
where he hud been found when

joke

"

.65

PARIS.

day,

practical

on

Marmot

SOUTH

"

Bolster &. Co.,

Dayton
OS

""
dozen.

1.16
.60

The dozen pi ice is allowed

N.

.90

gallon,

Don't you think 'twould be Une
To do nothing but dine?
wish life was all beer and skictuals."
—New York Times.

this

$0.80

quart,

The Gormaad,
Said the gormand too fond of good victuals:
"How this beastly existence belictuals!

spot

following prices:

pint,

did he 11 nd It?"
"Under the bureuu, I understand."—
Baltimore News.

Mrs. Sumner Andrews, who died in I
Lawrence, Mass., Aug. 21st, at the age
of (50 years, was a native of this town,
A Matter of Donbt.
her maiden name being Annie Stevens.
Mifbins (angrily)—Sir, I'm not as big
She was married to Mr. Andrews in
a fool as you think I am.
186'», and they soon after removed to
Blfkins (calmly)—Oh, I don't know
Lawrence, where they have since lived.
Besides her husband, Mrs. Andrews How much do you weigh?—St Louis
leaves two children, Clinton 0. Andrews, Post-Dispatch.
assistant treasurer of a Lawrence savings bank, and Miss Edith M. Andrews,
S.»l Smith Iluaaell and the Don.
a teacher in the public schools of that
Sol Smith Hussell was once forc-ed
sister
one
survived
is
also
She
by
city.
to accept the hospitality of a family
and two brothers in this town. Mrs.
where table manners were unknown
Andrews had been a member of the
The people
Free Baptist church for many years, mid coarseness prevailed.
und treatand universal testimony is given to her were liberal hearted, though,
ed the actor generously.
high Christian character.
For every favor received, for each
Denmark.
dish passed or question asked Mr. RusMiss Mae Potts and Miss Lu Haneyof sell
responded with α "Thank you" or
Manchester, Ν. H., and Miss Truda of other grateful acknowledgment
at
the
are
Maplegueste
Boston, Mass.,
This eonstant "Thank you" annoyed
wood.
and Ills family. In desperaMr. Geo. Dealy and Mr. Greely of the host
tion. they finally asked Mr. Hussell to
Portland were in town Wednesday.
Mrs. F. C. Jewett is in Portland for a omit It.
few weeks.
"Impossible!" said the actor. "I was
The Denmark base ball team were taught to be grateful. A good habit is
beaten by the scrub team last Saturday, as Laixl to break as u bad one."
by a score of 35 to 29.
"Xouuense!" exclaimed the man of
Mr. and Mrs. James Smith are spendthe bouse, humiliated by the rebuke.
in
Canada.
vacation
a
ing
is Impossible."
Mr. Nelson Thomes and son are paint- "Nothing
"Very well, then," said the comedian,
ing the high school building.
"You
Mr. Irving Ingalls and A. W. Belcher using bis famous nasal drawl.
have been sheathing the high school first prevent your dog from wagging
room.
his tail for food given or kind word
Rev. Dr. Blanchard of Portland preachthen I will omit my Thank
spoken;
"
ed in the Congregational church last
you.'
audience.
to
a
large
Sunday
"I won't cut my dog's tail off for you
or nobody," said the man as he affecUrafton.
his dog's head.
John Morse and Arthur Parker are tionately patted
and I belong to the
dog
"Yes;
your
his
with
Farrar
Ernest
haying.
helping
G. I. Brown of Auburn is here on a impossibilities," concluded Mr. Russell.
visit to his mother, Mrs. Ν. M. Brown. —Boston Post
who was
Mrs. Delphina Whitman,
Λ Wonderful Dream.
quite ill recently, is very much better.
George Newton and Bert Pratt are
It was in the days of Philip tho Good,
cutting Mrs. Brown's hay.
duke of Burgundy, that a cobbler
Rev. Dr. II. S. Whitman and wife
Ae the duke
a royul throne.
homeward mounted
started Monday on their
wus traveling one night to Bruges he
journey. They were to visit his aunt. cume
upon α man stretched upon the
Miss S. Perham, at Bryant's Pond, and
bade his athis brother, G. W. Whitman, in Norway, ground sound asleep, and
and return home to Brunswick the first tendants curry him to the palace, strip
of the following week.
off his rugs und place him, robed in
G. W. Whitman was recently on a visit âne linen, in his own bed.
here to his mother and sister.
When thejnan awpke next morning
The farmers here aro getting on slowly he was uddressed as "your highness"
with their haying.
and astounded to find himself among
Walter G. Whitman of Norway and
In vain he
such rich surroundings.
Elmer Iliggins of Gloucester, Mass., rethat he was no prince, but
cently took a bicycle trip up through protested
what
this place, staying a few days here at his a poor cobbler; they asked him
aunt's, then on to the White Mountains. clothing he would wear, und at last
conducted him, splendidly dressed, to
They report a fine time.
Helen E. Wood, daughter of Frank C. mass in the ducal chapel. Every cere·
and Florence G. (Farrar) Wood, passed
mouy wus observed throughout the
away early Wednesday morning.
the cobbler uppeured in public In
Sumner.

make the

u

Muson Jars,

sold for

Bla Bntton.
"And so Professor Gustavus has at
last discovered the missing link. Where

we

U

X Gallon

news.

After

stock

our

Quart

"He hit a fly,
Knocked it sky high—
A dirty trick!

And sue the stick
These brutal fellows use!"
—New Orleans Times-Democrat

on

Lightning Jars,

Pint

HI· Old Gaine.

La Montt—I see where a once famous
baseball pitcher Is working as a motor-

prices

FRUIT JARS.

Duet.

In their constant duet.

Miss Lizzie Shirley, who was the guest
of Mrs. Livingston, has returned to Los
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Eaton of Portland
are at The Oxford.
Mr. William Ward of Orange, N. J., i«
in town.
Miss Sadie Locke is visiting her cousin,
Mrs. Wadsworth in Skowhegan.
Mr. and Mrs. William Stone have returned to their home in Springfield,
Mass.
The Woman's Club room on Main
Street is nearly ready for occupancy.
The village school began Mouday,
August 31.
Our hearts were all saddened by the
news of the death of Miss Eva Walker,
who died Aug. 26.
Concert at the Congregational church

m

He m&a a musician,
And ?he owned that hi· art
Was above criticism
When he played on her heart.
But now that they're married
He finds with regret
That her "harp" has a place

Miss Hattie Quint of Conway was in
town one day this week and called on

Miss Lang of Lisbon has been visiting
a few days at G. G. Spaulding'e.
Mrs. Albert Ames of South Paris
spent last week with her sister, Mrs. W.
E. Bowker.
Ella Newell visited her sister, Mrs.
Arno Austin of West Peru, last week.
Mrs. Nellie Silver of Cambridge, Mass.,
Sunday.
is visiting her son, C. F. Silver.
W. W. Gammon and wife of Dixfield
Mexico.
visited relatives here last week.
Mrs. Henry W. Park and Mrs. Etta P.
Sanford Thompson, wife and son, of
Richards went to Old Orchard the 22d SabattUB, visited at Mrs. Ann Thompson's
inst. and remained there part of last last
Saturday night and Sunday.
week, the guests of A. D. Park and
Mrs. Win. Abbott and Charles Hamwife.
mond are working for W. E. Bowker.
Charles Noyes, a former resident of
Lovell.
Mexico, now living in Wilton, is the
guest of his relative, Mrs. C. M. KimA dance at American House Hall Friball.
day evening. Robinson's Orchestra.
Mrs. L. H. Reed is visiting her old
At a town meeting held Saturday it
home and relatives in Livermore.
was voted to expend §150 in grading the
Howard's
The dedication of John L.
hill near Aeva Gammon's, provided no
new hall was a success.
Seventy-four new road was laid by the county comin
it
dance
held
the
attended
couples
missioners at the hearing to be held
and all report its being a very enjoyable the next Tuesday. The commissioners
occasion.
met on Tuesday and decided in view of
The week commencing Sunday, the the action taken by the town, not to
10th ult., and ending Sunday, the 23d
change the location of the road.
ult., witnessed an extended series of reMiss Blanche Charles has been quite
ligious meetings in the grove and school- sick but is improving.
house at the junction of the Roxbury
Burton Sargent of Worcester, Mass
and Poplar Hill roads. Rev. W. A. Bra- is
visiting his uncle, Rev. C. F. Sargent,
deen, son of Isaac Bradeen, usually hero.
is
of
the
one
comes here every yearfeaDd
The American nouso is being painted
foremost workers in the meetings held white.
in the grove named. Rev. C. L. Parker,
A party of fourteen went from the
Elder Ilannaford and a clergyman from Center Friday to Baldface Mountain, inabroad assisted in making the week's tending to return Saturday afternoon.
meetings interesting. Elder York, who
Ε. N. Fox and wife are at Peak's Island
did missionary work so many years in fof a few weeks.
this part of Oxford County, was present
East Waterford.
Sunday and Sunday evening. Rev. J.
P. Barrett of Farmington was present
One of George Stevens' work horses
His died last week.
and preached Sunday afternoon.

News of the death of Lemuel Roberts
a resident here has been receivsermon was highly praised.
ed.
To whom the building of the foundation for the new church shall be given
Byron.
has not been determined. Several perThe store of A. O. Reed was entëred sons bid for the
job.
sometime Monday night by breaking
The money drawer was
a pane of glass.
Newry.
taken containing some three or four dolof
North Newry has
Eli Stearns
lars in small change. Cigars and tobacbought a farm in Hanover recently.
The empty money
co was also taken.
Mrs. Leslie Littlehale and daughter
drawer was found near the railroad
Joice, who have been visiting at Mrs.
track above the station.
Mary Littlehale's, have returned to their
A wreck on the log train at Hop City home in Rockland.
caused by the breaking of a truck on
Mr. Jacob Paine, who has been ill for
the afternoon of the 26 inst. caused the a week or two at his sister's in Bethel,
delay of the passenger train at Roxbury returned home Aug. 27th.
station of about an hour. No one was
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Littlehale and
seriously hurt.
daughter, Ida, have gone to Phillips to
An expert in gold mining, a retired attend the reunion of the Wing family,
sea captain, is stopping at A. S. Young's which occurs
Thursday of this week.
to prospect for gold in the interest of a
The school house at "The Tide" has
company that expects to operate here if been removed to a better location, and
it is thought to pay.
workmen are busy preparing the inside,
Mrs. S. Taylor and son attended the
making ready for the school which' is
lain
campmeeting at Berry Mills which
expected to open next week.
the
20th
inst.
progress
Haying is nearly over, and now we
may expect some fine weather.

formerly

The annual fair of the

society

Reduced

JINGLES AND JESTS.

Fryeburf.

A large party of lummer people wbo
we staying at Alumni Ball made the
trip to the summit of Kearearge recently.

NEW YORK CHAMPION RAKES.

A

full
big stock of above machines with

line of repairs

constantly on

hand

at

W. Walter cfc Bon.
when buying stcîi <ns that they bear the name of the machine

Am
Be sure
for which

us<

d.

many years
When Lord Ersklue was mude α
member of tlmt highly honoruble Istdy,
the Fishmongers' Company of Loudon,
he made un ufter dinner sixveh on the
occuslon of ills first appearance among
them as a member. Upon his return he
ago.

said to a friend:
"I spoke 111 today und stammered and
hesitated lu the o]«nlng."
"You certainly floundered."· was the
so In
reply, "L-ut I thought you did
"
compliment to the llsiiiaonucro

A Dleeonraged Fighter.
Vertna Counce, aged 0, son of Edward
"He isn't so much of a tighter as be
W. McCallum, of Warren, was drowned
Ise3 to be."
Thursday while in a row boat with his
"No. You see, he was *îways looking
little sister. The boy fell from the boat
for some one who could "whip him—at
and no one was near to see him.
least that's what he se**"
We, the undersigned, believing Dr.
"Well?"
SETH ARNOLD'S BALSAM to be a
"Well, he foftnrt him."—Chicago Post
reliable Remedy for Bowel Complaints,
hereby guarantee a twenty-five cent botDoenn't Reciprocate.
tle to gl"e satisfaction or money refund"Mis'ry likes comp'ny, don't it?"
ed. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris,
"Yes. but w'en I see It comln' dat's de
Mai ne.
Atlanta
I don't feel sociable."
The Keeley Institute in Portland, lay
on
Hill, is successfully Constitution.
—

Miss
Mrs. W. C. Howe and
Munjoy
Maine,
ignes Howe, bave returned home to curing drunkards and drug users.
A miser grows rich by seeming poor;
tValtham, Mass.
JunOSly
Mr. Small, acoompanied by two of his
man grows poor by
hats and new fall style 1 in extravagant
Ping-pong
AbFrank
Mr.
at
is
boarding
; pupils,
Mining rich.
j
caps at Blue Store·.
JOtt'S.

•WE

GOOD
Goodyear
Ask

SELL A-

BOX

SHOE

CALF

in every way, for

Welt for men, made right
We also do repairing.

$2.50.

to see them.

Yours

truly,

SMILEY SHOE STORE
MAINE.

NORWAY,

L N. SWETT, Manager.
Telephone 112-3. Residence

F. W. FAUNCE, Snl»m»n.
112-12.

exfoYd

Tfce

Srmocrat.

Mrs. J. A. Lovejoy is
in Portland.

Good-by, sum mer! Good-by! Good
by! Ac. ad lib.
Fred Hall and wife aro visiting rela
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Mrs. Charles Giles of North Wayne ii
guest at George M. Giles'.

h

preachingservice

ω^'ϋηκ
lo:45 A.*.; Sabbath School

Kpworth l-eaguc Meeting, 6:15

P. M.;
meeting 7 P. *■; prayer nieeUng
me·
.lass
evening.
Friday
ting,
evening;
I'm
Pastor.
Kaptlst Church. Kev. H. S. Plnkliam,
10:45 A. M.; Sabon Sun lay, pwaehlng service
p. m.;
71»>
praver meeting
Uiiti school li
..ι·.,ver meeting Tui'^lav evening.
Pastor.
J
H.
Kcv
LIUle,
Church,
I nlversallst
iiiriif service every Sun.lay »t 2:30 P. *·
|.r,
School at 3:30 p. M. Kvenlng service, 7
I'

M.;

"v. ι,ΐήιί praver
l:»v

Tot

V
P.—Stony Brook Lodge, No. tsl,
meet* rtcond an·! fourth Wednesday evening»
of each month.
Κ of P.-Hamlin Lo.lge.No, 31. meet» every
t· av venlng at Pythian Hall.
aris
y iem Woodmen of Amerlca —South
and fourth Tues
t imp So. Iii&7, meets second
Cross Hall.
αν evenings In Golden
_

ΤΗΚ

RORINSON

:
theAnKu»^'11>a
ceiebration at

mother, Mrs.

Apphia (K«

and became owner of the.home
stead bv inheritance in April, IN».
(
descentlanta
direct
He
Stephen Robinson were present
t» β
sides Mr.
large fam
quests included: George O. Robinson,
and daughter, Miss Florence Robinson, of Cambridge, Mass., M
sons,

S

^arsi.n^s

1^

|!„Γ.ΤΪ>ά' TxJftkcfc( Κ

Rev. George W. McCombe of Arling
Heights, .Mass., preached at the
Baptist church Sunday, Kov. Mr. Pinkham being ill and unable to occupy his
ton

'"'Υ^^ΪΓ'μ™»

"
Burton A. Kinney
Dorothv Q· Kinney, of Lowell, Mass.,
Miss Mary Ε.
Μι·
Mr. Harlan Λ. 1 ratt, Mr. lien >

»«\°Λ

pulpit.

Γ)2ΪΚβηΝ."'Γ

ou

Μ

ί"

Hubertr(:.t'Thomas

Jennie Robu^n Stevens, now

Ll

W Fobes, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace K. Clifand family. Mr. and Mrs. Frank A.
shurtletT and Master Stanley Shurtleff,
Mr aud Mrs. Hudson Knight, Miss Anna
1'anions Morse. Mrs. Ansel bwift and
Mrs. William J. Wheeler, all of South
1
address was made by
Miss Annie Isabel Parsons:

j
!

*The ^following

hundredth anniv.-r.ary ot the
homestead, and it gives mo greatpkas
ureto welcome you all here
Generations have come and gone,
wind and storm have beat hard upon her,
and the old house stands a monumental
evidence of the high-class ekil

Winslow C. Tli .yer, who has been
Trunk
the Grand
clerk at
station here for two years, goes to Humford Falls to take a similar position
there on the Portland and Rumford
Falls road. His place is taken here by
ficiont
Donald Bean.

freight

after ar-

Albert F. Andrews died at his home
Main Street, Norway, Friday night at
about twelve o'clock, Aug. 28, '(M, after
Ile was born in Otisa brief sickness.
field, October 17, 1885, tho son of David
and Harriet Sawyer Andrews, lie was
In
educated in tho common schools.
November, 1851), he married Elizabeth J.
Brett. Four children were born to them:
Willard Melville, who died at the age of
nine years; Nellie L., Eugene E., and
llerbert F., who with Mrs. Andrews,
survive him. In 1875 he moved from
Otistield to Norway where he has since
resided. In business he was a general
speculator in horses, cattle, sheep, wool,
lumber, etc., selling eauli year over 1,000
horses, 150,000 to 200,000 pounds of wool,
besides transacting extensive business in
other lines amounting in all to nearly
$200,000 per year. He served ae trustee
of the Norway Savings Bank for a long
He was an extensive
term of years.
owner in the shoe shop industries and
on

his own near the mill above mentioned,
in which he workod the most of the time
with his father-in-law.
While living there two children were
born to them, first a daughter, Anna,
now the wife of A. S. Brooks; and about
four years later a son, who took liis father's name. As time passed on Mr.
Hennott's health became impaired, and
beiug no longer able to perform hard
labor lie sold his place and moved to
Locke's Mills where he died of the
dropsy a few years later.
After living a widow several years,
Mrs. Bennett married John Tibbette of
Norridgewock, who was a widower and
had brought up a family of children.
There they settled on a farm, and in due
time a girl baby came to enliven their
homo, to whom they gave the name of

in all town and vilElla.
lage improvements and industries. He
After living in that town and enjoyof
Oxford
the
of
office
the
held
president
ing rural life for quite a number of
four
years years, until the infirmities, incident to
County Agricultural.Society
and through hie energetic measures the old
age, admonished them that they
In
was
benefited.
poli- could carry on tho farm no longer, they
greatly
society
tics ho was a life-long Republican, and sold out and came back into Greenwood,

greatly interested

in religion a Congregationalism. Honored with the election as representative
from his district in 1881-2, and again iu
1901-2, he served on important committees of which those on counties, stateprison, governor's message, and councillor apportionment were a few. He was η
member of Oxford Lodge, No. 18, F. and
A. M., and fur many years served as a
member of the board of Masonic trustees.
Thus another sturdy citizen has passed
Norway's people and business
away.
will feel the loss much. Services at the
late residence Monday. Aug. 31, at 1 p.
m., attended by Rev. B. S. Rideout. Interment at Otislield under direction of
Oxford Lodge, No. 18, F. and A. M.
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in Dress Goods and Suit-
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YOUR MONET BACK IF
NOT SATISFIED.

For School

have tablets at 1, 3, δ and
A few—Parlin's

we

10 conte.

NORWAY, MAINE.

price 5c., our price 3c.—Parprice 10c., our price 7c.
Lead pencils—School boxes
—Ink, pens and everything

lin's

BROOKS—The

Our New Fall Hats!

South Paris, Me.

Each
)ut

Story

Short

Deals with the scheme of

American

Pan

showman to make

by

one

a

Exposition
a

fortune
It

bold stroke.

con-

graphic description of
shooting the rapidsof Niagara,
tains

a

incidentally

and

the

It is entitled

it.

folly

of

Soft Hats, blacks or colors
Stiff Hats
We are exclusive agents for
THE BEST MADE, $3.

Al'letor

_

pleat

$3.

^3.

LAMSON & HUBBARD HATS.
Call

F. H. NOYES CO.,

0ΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΟΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡβΟΟΒΡΡΡΒΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡΡ·|
enUBTIiSFF Λ, CO.

A.

F.

Next Inue

A.

F.

IHtRTLEFF * CO.

SUPPLIES.

SCHOOL

Pharmacy

of

F. A. SHURTLEFF &
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

F. A. SBUBTLEFF * CO.

SnUBTliEFF 4 CO.

A.

F.

CO.,

&aqqqqqqaqqqqqaqqqqqqqaaaaaaaaaaaqqqaqaqaaaaaaaaifaa<

are

Everj retail merchant most
bave a store ae well as a stock
and pay rent or Its cqulvaleut
He mast buy beat llgbt, service,

particularly pleasing.
plain colors and many
colors. The prices are

boat of things. lie cannot get
along without them. They are
"Axed
the
called
sometimes

Other

charges" of the business. But
having all those expenses does
not bring business.
needed

thins

wear

ta

that

he ha·

«omethlnv whleh they ueed
or

we

new

'

told you about

week it's neckwear.

We

shapes

The

are

The colors include all the

beautiful combinations of

25c. and 50c.
arrivals are several lots of fall under-

and overshirts.

B.

H.

publicity—that peopleahould
know him and

Last week

hats. This

fall

want to show our new fall stock.

a

oie

arriving daily.

our

transportation, postage—In fact,

The

Furnishings

The Fall

FIXED EXPENSES

want.

FOSTER,
MAINE.

NORWAY,

If the expenses are 10 per cent
without advertising, make them
12 or 14 per cent with adver-

tising and double or quadruple
the business.—Men's Outtitter.
Invited

to let the
what you have
for sale through this paper.
Tou

are

public know

STORIES
We have secured
new

a

HAS

Among

near

number of

We

bespeak for

a

tion now stands for

ally good

work.

exception·

The stories are copyrighted
and finely illustrated.
They

will afford many hours of en·
tertainmcnt to those of our
readers who find pleasure and
récréation in the realm of romance.

*?'■

One

Thing at a Time

"I can't afford to advertise on
a large scale," said a merchant

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM,

Clean*e* and bcwttfld the hair.
Promott» 1 luxuriant growth.
Μβτβτ Fall· to Beetor· Grey
Hair to 1U Youthful Color.
Com n)p diaean* ftbalr fallbif.
JOc. and >1.00 at DmgliU

I wouldn't know where to

small scale*"

on a

(be District Court of the United States for the
District of Maine. I· Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy,
HIRAM CLARK.
Id

j
of Paris, Bankrupt.

is · common tellaer (k*<
a<T*rtlilas mast eorer
tk« whole stock.
of fact It never doe·,
even with the most lavish advertisers, and, If It did, the result
In

point

would be a Jumble of prolixity.
The true policy Is to select one
article at a time—something

moderately priced and meeting
the want of the day—and push
that at the

Record.

people.—Philadelphia

South Paris, August 94th. 190·.
GEO. i. WILSON,
Beferee In Bankruptcy.

try this

Tea are Invited
plan la our columns. Cbiage
your sd. with every Ism*
Buyers watch our columns
for sure news.

J

creditors of Hiram Clark In
To the
the County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the Sind day ol
August, A. D. 1908, the said Hiram Clark
was duly adjudicated bankrupt; and that the ftrsl
meeting of his creditors will be held at th«
Court House, In South Paris, on the M
day of Sept., A. D. 1908, at 10 o'clock
In the forenoon, at which time the salt
creditors may attend, ρ rote their claims
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrapt
and transact sucn other business aa maj
properly come before said meeting.

plication.

S. P. MAXIM & SON,
Agent·,

•ΟΡΓΗ ΡΑΒΙ*.

MAIRE.

THE CARL LAMSON

begin

It

to

NOTICE.

We bave aubjected It to some very eevere teat·
with moat excellent reanlta.
We alao have the Xipoutt Bed Bop·
Booflag, manufactured by tbe aame company.
TbU makes a very low priced roof which will
laat five year· or more. Sample· etc. free on ap-

lately, "and with my varied stock

th«

Watch our column*
for
further announcements

year·,

year·.

future.

cordial welcome, par·
ticularly as a new name in Acthem

CALL.

U. S. Government recently ordered
1.300,000 aquare feet for ahlpment to Manila.
Tbe aubacrlber· bave fold over Î5.U00 feet,
lu/ioo feet during the month of June.
U
The one-ply which coeta |S V per aquare
and tbe two-ply fifteen
wai ranted ten

the authors are some

new names.

ROOFING

Til Ε

Tbe

in the columns of this

paper in the

Γ

PA ROI D

short stories which we will

print

I

f)1

$1.35

to
to

New Fall and Winter Suits and Furnishings arriving every day.
in and see them before you buy. Always glad to show our goods.

At the

^liarnman's

SSÎu

50c.

finest assortment of these goods ever shown in Oxford County. The
prices too are such that it takes only a little money to buy a full
outfit, ic., 3c., 5c., or ioc. pays for most any of these articles.

ÛopeKebekal ]

M

SHAPES

FALL'S

THIS

You will need Tablets, Pencils, Ink, Pen Holders and Pens,
Compoistion Books, Colored Crayons, Pencil Boxes, Rank
Books, &cM &c. We are prepared to supply your needs with the

^ker8'

°ί

getting shabby, or perhaps badly

is

one

you will

course

NORWAY.

By Mortimer 0. Wilcox

î"i

ί

Your old

Of

in HATS.

styles

book.

pocket

having

,.,VLviSn

new

a soft
Are very attractive and becoming. No matter whether you prefer
(hat Will Suit You,
>r a stifThat, we believe we have (he Hat
Become You, and at the price that will fit your

THE FALLS

our

brings

a new one.

of style.

SKITTER AND

You will find h in

new season

have to have

Our Next..

a

welcome home.
Sylvia Tibbetts was converted some
time during middle life, joined tho Free
Baptist church, together with her second
husband, where they ever after enjoyed
But although she
a Christian home.
has departed from us and passed over
Hon. John D. Long on Resubmission. the river to that better land, her memory
so to her
The announcement thnt Hon. John D. is still sweet, and especially
to the end of life.
Long was to speak on the subject of re- children, and will be
often
submission at the Baptist church in Wo can easily imagine that they
Buckfield on Sunday evening, Aug. 28, speak or think of her as in the following
full lines:
was a sufficient guarantee of a
le
house, and such was tho case. Rev. B. Mother has left our circle here, and vacant
chair;
H. Turner presided over the exercises in Silenther
once
ferrent
bo
are
those
an<l pallid
Hps,
his usual felicitous manner. A quartette
In prayer;
herdeath brings falling tear·, and
composed of J. E. Warren, Harry Conant, Hut though
often throbs of pain,
and Misses Fannie Hersey and Lila
'Tie comforting to know our loss Is her eternal
Spauldiug, with Miss Josie Shaw organgain.
ist, rendered good music. Rev. Eleanor
L. D.
B. Forbes offered prayer.
Co.
Luboc
Sardine
Mr. Long being introduced, after a
the
Β
of
Factory
few preliminary remark? took up the was burned Aug. 23d. Loss 540,000,and
subject of resubmission, handling it in a 400 persons thrown out of employment.
A neighboring factory was saved by hard
pleasant, conservative manner.
Ho said in substance, (we quote with- work. Several firemen were hurt by
out notes) that Maine does not want re- falling timbers.
submission, the people do not want it,
Then who IIIS LIFE SAVED BY CHAMBKRneither do you hero want it.
AND
does want 1t? It is the moneyed interests
LAIN'S COLIC, CHOLERA,
of other states that are ready to back up
D1ARRIIŒA REMEDY.
their financial interests with millions if
"R. L. Byer, a well known cooper of
need be.
he believes Chamberlain's
Next in order comes the power of the this town, says
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhœa Remedy
press, always susceptible to the influence
He had
saved his life last summer.
of money. This influence is easily enbeen sick for a month with what the doclisted.
j
tors call bilious dysentery, and could get
The mothors do not want it, neither
to do him any good until he
do the sisters and the children, knowing nothing
tried this remedy. It gave him imwell the sorrow and suffering it entails.
mediate relief," says Β. T. Little, merlie went on to show the fallacy of the
chant, Hancock, Md. For sale by Shurtof
advocated
is
which
often
argument
loff & Co., South Paris; Stevens, Oxthe benefits derived from license fees,
ford; Noyés Drug Store, Norway.
as these were more than offset by pauperism and prosecutions and attendant
The latest claimants for the honor of
expenses. He made a happy hit on being the oldest married couple living
editorials which are so easily swallowed in New
England are Mr. and Mrs. Peter
by the masses without tho flavor of salt, A. Stubbs of Rockland, who celebrated
some
many of which were written by
their G6th wedding anniversary last
man, somewhere at a little desk, with
May. Mr. Stubbs is nearly 04 years of
his hat on the back of his head, with a
of age.
age and Mrs. Stubbs is 83 years
stub in his mouth.

THEY HAVE ARRIVED !

Pharmacist.

Next door to the Post Office,

they

bereaved husband and father still finds

STORES.

BLUE

necessary for school work.

OWESÛlS

f

every day to select from.
Booms will open for the

Office.

lived alternately with their
where
three children until recently, when they
made it their homo with their youngest
daughter, now Mrs. Lamonte Cole of
Locke's Mills. There, as before, everything was furnished to render them comfortable and happy in old age, up to the
second day of July, when the devoted
wife and mother was called away by
death. And there the aged and twice

workmapship of old time arcln
Mrs. Charles Raweon is visiting relaAnand
Starbird
of
the
A reunion
very early history of the house
tives in Boston au»l vicinity.
drews families will be held at the Grange lias not been handed down to us bu 't
is
evenami
the
on
Miss Albertha Andrews of Lovell
South
Paris,
day
Hall,
is presumed that when
Dinner and
hero to attend the high school.
ing of Thursday, Sept. 10.
Robinson took the fair Jemima Haskell
who atAll
hall.
the
served
at
home to his log cabin, a bride ο seven-1
Miss I.ottie Giles returned Saturday supper
tend are requested to bring food. Beans, teen
in
relatives
with
years, and the wind blew through ,
fr.mi a week spent
tea aud cotfee will be furnished at the the crevices and ma.le her shiver and the
Wayne.
j
hall.
CHURCHES.
poured down
I
\V.liter l'ulsifer and son of Boston are
Rev. R. S.
cC''on<l Congregational Church,
in 1.1c
her
blink,
will
be
resumed
btepuen
pretty eyes
Next Sunday services
Hiram
l'an or.
Preaching leervlcc Sun<U\,
vis:; nu Mr. l'ulsifer's parents,
Rlileout,
in the Universalist church. The pastor swore "he'd build a hause that would 10 41) A. M ; Sabbath School, 12:00 M.; Men'»
Pulsifer and wife.
the Prayer Meeting Ht 6:30; Social Meeting. 7:15 I'.
having returned from his vacation, hopes beat the tauwu, the caunty and all
It was not however M.; regular weekly Pntver .Meeting, Thuixlay
araund.
Mr. Joseph W. Collins and family of to meet every family of the parish or
, evening; Y. P. S. C. E. Meeting Friday evenlnif
and
Mr.
the family, at until ten years had passed, when by I s at 7:30.
some representative of
Pawtucket. Κ. I., are guests of
he had become one of the, Universalis Church, Rev. Carolina E. Angell.
Mrs. Sewall M. Kowe.
Preaching
church or Sunday School.
Patt>r. Preaching service on Sunday at 10:30
service at 2:.'» aud Sunday School at wealthiest men in South Paris, that
| Λ. M. Sabbath School, 12.Ό0; Y. P.C. U. meetThe Norway Band will give an openservice at 7, subject for made a brick kiln in the south field η Ιηκ.Τ.-ΟΟ P. M.
:»:30.
Evening
Wednesday
air concert in" Market Square,
the vicinity of the tennis court, and iaid
ideth «llet Church, Rev. B. F. Pickett, Pastor.
the evening, "Home."
j Preach
η g service. 10 30 Λ. M.; SabbHth School,
evening of this week.
the foundation of the present
|
12:00 M.; Soc'al Evening Meeting, 7.00 P. Μ
Hamlin Lodge, Knights of Pythias, He then was the
possessor of five
happy
Mrs. T. S. Barnes and Miss Helen,
Tuesday evening; class meeting
meeting,
prayer
will hold a basket picnic, Thursday,
daughters, and desirous that they should Friday evening.
who have been spending several weeks
at Caldwell's grove, on the
Rev. Ε S. Cotton, Pastor.
10th,
home.
Church,
he
returned
Sept.
of
the
liaptlst
have
full
the
dance,
eniov
Island,
pleasures
at Peak's
shore of Whitney Pond, Oxford. A erected his house with a commodious Preaching service. 10 30 A. M.: Sabb th School,
a two
12.00 XI.; Prayer Meeting Sunday evening 7 P.M.
Is
Howard
taking
M.
tennis
court,
Charles
croquet hall for dancing purposes.
sandy beach, boats,
weeks' vacation from the store, and he ground, for your entertainmeut. It is
Norway's latest, a lecture on SocialWe read to-day of the ^omlerfu feaU
at
as possible will go
that
as
and his family are visiting relatives
ism Riven on the street corner near
many
hoped
women in athletics
accomplished
by
Ex·
Bethel.
and help to make the picnic a grand suc- •ind are
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""nage on Pine Street. In the course c
the splendid results of the ye I]·
Maaf·» suited
For a bilious attack take Chambe r- week.
King's New Life Pills quickly re-adjust
two or three hours the number of de« r surpass
Mr. Howe is the son of E. V*
Pastor.
Π.
J.
Little,
now gone.
Iain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and a
this. It's gentle, yet thorough. Onl
LO»T.
had increased to two, a large doe and a
for yearn one of Norway'· leadin
Howe,
For sale l
25c. at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; Noyc
*t quick cure is certain.
: businessmen.
tmallone, who rambled around for ha
between South Pari
Dr. Austin Tenney, oculist, will be
the
road
On
Shurtleff 4 Co., South Paris; Steven
»o hour, lunched on sweet corn an 1
Mrs. C. H. Tibbetts of Fryeburg an ϋ I Drug Store, Norway.
Exhibition Hall, Norway fair grounc β,
and West Paria, a thin black shoul
Norway.
Store,
Oxford;
Drug
Noyes
<
»f
Edward
Connore
Mrs.
looked in at the windows with prop* r the last two days
fair.
her
of the
daughter,
J
finder
Washington, visited at Mr 1 Buy your new fall and winter suit c I der cape. Will the
curiosity, but the Democrat is unable I ο
Custom tailoring, clothing cleaned at
at
η
the week.
F. H. Noyes Co.
at the Democrat office.
Fall neckwear, gloves and hosiery
B.
discover evidence to beck up any bigg» *
C.
leave
during
Cummings'
Co.
F.
H.
and
Noyes
repaired,
'pressed
F. II. Noyee Co.
story than that told above.

teTho

Children'* Clothe· ready.

School begins now very soon, and jou want your
All kinds of Fall and Winter Goods are arriving nearly
NEXT MONDAY, AUOUST 31, our Dressmaking
Fall season. Then we will be showing the new weaves

"Get the Habit"

Robinson Parsons is the grand°°Stephen
of
Robinson, through his

Stephen

Dr. Austin Tenney,

Will be at Exhibition Hall, NorCamel's Hair, etc.
consumption
daughters,
the last two days ing, Zibelines,
families
and
at
having
maturity
way Fair Ground·,
riving
we are offering Dark Outing Flannel, good weight, regular
WEEK
THIS
of their own.
of the fair.
6 l-ac.
Sewell Bisbee spent the most of his
width, at
besidea
and
life in this town, and for several years
colorings,
newest
patterns
FULL LINE of fine Heavy Outings,
owned a mill in what is now Greenwood
IOC.
the
colors,
and
plain
Centre, manufacturing both long
the
at
and
busiwhite,
short lumber, and did a thriving
ONE LOT Cotton Blankets, 10-4 size, good weight, grey
ness.
59c.
Per
cotton.
of
pair
the
of
high price
old price, regardless
Sylvia Bisbee was twice married ; her
and quality, colored
and trade at the Old Reliable
first husband was Frank Bennett, who
ONE LOT Grey Cotton Blankets, 11-4 size, good weight
Post
the
to
next
Store
Bettled in town by building a home of
Drug
border

^bmaon
hundmjth

son

New Fall Goods.

To the Memory of Mrs. Sylvia BIsbee Tlbbetta.
She was the daughter of Sewell and
Millie Whitman Bieroe, and was born in
North Woodstock April 14, 1830. She
was the oldest of a family ôf five children, one son and four daughters, and
the last one to be oalled away by death.
Three of the children, the son and two
died of

was the occasion of
l ar
the home of Mr. Stepheu
anmver
sons in Paris, of the
sary of the completion of the Uouae by
Steohen Robinson in low. *
relatives and friends met in honor of the

We bid farewell to tlio coldest August
record, and it would be a parting
Sunday
» tear did n«>t the month that
without
r. *.
is passing bear the gentle name of sumSTATED MKBTIKO·».
mer, while that which comes is known
Regular
κ t \ M .—Pari» Lodge. No. i*.
as fall.
•r.'eil'U Tuesday evening on or liefore full moon.
meet
! ,Ι.Ο. ι· .—Mount M lea Lodge, regular
There will be a Uuiversalist parish
i„rt Thursday evenlnv of each week·—Aurora
third Mon.lay evening? meeting in Good Cheer Hall Tuesday
and
ilrst
Kncampnient,
evening of this week. Every member
Κ—Mount Pleasant Kcbckah Lodge, No. of the
parish is asked to be present as
each
of
fourth
Fridays
in meet» second and
business <>f great importance is to come
miintn In <>dd Fellows' Hall.
i, \ l{ -W. K. Kimball Post, No. 14s. meet* before the meeting.
Saturday evenings of each
,-t and third
The two upper stories are being reiruiith. In 1ΐ· A. H. Hall
Kimball Kellef Con»» nicete flrsi moved from the
Κ
W in
creamery building, and
In.
of
each
month,
evenings
and third Saturday
a new r«>of will
go above the ground
Kellef Corp· Hall.
.f H—Parle Grange, from May 1 to Oct.1, lloor, reducing it to a two-story buildΓ
the
during
fourth
Saturday;
,,ι,-et*-wond and
The two floors now being removed
In ing.
.tinder of the year, meets every Saturday,
r,
have never been usid by the creamery
and fourth Mondays of
people.

TT^C.-aecond

OF

Wednesday afternoon,

Chas. W. Bowker, wife and «laughter
visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Stanley at
S 38 P. M.. 10:15 the
west)-10:00 A.
hatchery for a short time.
lneluU«U).
Sun-lay
only,
v m.. <>liUly. Sun«l»y«*
W. B. Edwards aud wife returned Suu
ίο a'k. M.
day from a two weeks' vacation spent
CIILKCHK8.
Kev. W. K. with relatives in Massachusetts and Con
Hret Congregational Church.
i·r,m,ke l> I»., pastor. Preaching sinloM, 10:46 necticut.
Y.
1 * and 7iV> p.*.; Sunday S&ool 12
on
The latest report from Oliver G. Curtis
I·' >. C Κ atO p. * ; Church prayer meeting
not othero'clock:30
All,
at
is that he is slightly more comfortable,
Tue*lay evening
Invited.
„i,.· connecte.!, an» cordially
but his illness is considered serious, am1
Methodist Church, Re». 4 W Pottle, Pastor.
ϊΛ' A
he is not doing as well as at tirst thought,
s;.h lav, moru'.ng prayer
,,

ΤΗΚ ON Κ HUNDREDTH

HOMKSTKAD.

are

uJutTui»

OF

ANNIVERSARY

Paul D. Iliggins of Costigan h;is join
ed Mrs. Iliggins at the Andrews House

(dally, Sundays
Hun.tay oniy,

(iolug «lown (eau«»:-4 51 A.
p. M.
Included).» Jo a. M.. 4

CEI.Kl! ΚΑΤΙΟΝ

There will be a meeting of Wiu. K.
Kimball Relief Corps Sept. 5.

RAILWAT.

ALBERT F. ANDREWS.

Centennial Observance.

tives in Boston.

DU P. J·.

«*ANI>

visiting friend 11

BRANCH

Violin and Piano
School
OP

Norway and South Paris,
IteaUd at POWEBS' HEW MP·
PABLOBW oppaait· DEPOT. SOUTH
PABM, WIDWiatSAT, THOBUDAT mm*
FB1DAT mt each WNk!
I·

NOW

■IC

Advanced atudenta aa well aa beginner·
taken both privately and la ctaaaee.

Children's Class
20 Lessons Ϊ'ΛΕ; $6
Puplla wlahlng to eagafe toaaoai

calfor addreee,
POWERS* NEW MUSIC PARGold bowed Eye-glasses. Will LORS, opposite Depot, South Paris,
Box 335, or Violin School, 514 Conthe finder please leave them at the
gress St., Portland, Maine.
Democrat Office and a suitable reCARL LAMSON, Director.

LOST.

ward will be

given.

aDELBEBT 8JOUOLM, Manager.

Ivers & Pond Pianos.

i

The Coaserratory Expaads.

ce.

5.

Eben Tourjee.
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
pianos
developed, a few Ivers A Pondthe
conSince then, as
were purchased.
have
servatory has expanded, there
Ivers Λ
gradually been acquired 268
inPond pianos. With the expansion
cidental to moving into the new buildof the coning, the board of directors
for 31
servatory have placed their order
additional Ivers & Pond pianos, making
a total of 299.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 3) years' continued patronage by
this most critical of musical institutions.

m

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

No. 2S1—Wh»t State· r
1. A lodging house; coloring matter;
2. Public avenue of
a girl's name.
travel; a feature of the face; earth. 3.
4. A
A numeral; a vowel; to view.
of the verb to
young woman; a form
a taste; a feature of the face.

be;

No. 252.—A Well Known Mnxim.

HILLS,

Jeweler and Graduate

Optician.

LowestPrices inOxfordCounty.

in its issue

J. WHEELER,

W

m

RICHARDS,

OPTICIAN,

the leading
J From the Boston Herald,

England,

SON,

Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Brick,
Sand, do.

NORWAY, MAINE.

Agent,

South Paris, Oxford County, Me.

Heavy Team Horses.

50 YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

I have several

Patents

been

Copyrights Ac.

An»->ne «ending · «keteh ami description may
free w net he- an
quick!» ascertain our opinion
Intention in probably patentable. Communications strictly eoiiUdeiiii.kt. Handbook on Patent*
sent free. oldest avencjr for securing patenta.
Patenta taken through Munu a Co. receive
ipfcuil n· tic', without charye. lu the

Mary Churchill Emmett

Boys Wanted
strong and who wish

opportunity

to learn the shoe busi-

positions
smart, capable boys.
Apply at once to
Good

ness.

an

open

are

to

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Licensed Taxidermist,
MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

W. H. Winchester,
HEADQUARTERS FOR

1

The Talented Actress Finds the
"L. F." Medicine Indispensable

& Co.3S,B™·*-'· Hew York
MUNN
Branch otBee, 8X F St, Washington. D. C.

IN SHOE FACTORY.
Several boys about 16 years of age

No.

In your city some time ago I
"WH!LE
w
bought several bottles of the True
*L. F.' Atwood's Bittersat your «oreand
found that it greatly benefited ire. I
wish to get some more. I send you my

1

enroute and several addressed stamped
velopes. Please fell me where lean proreach New
cure the medicine when I
York. 1 am anxious in the matter, for It
than
anything I have
did me more good
botever taken and I must have several
Mary Churchill
tles right away."
Co.
Wind"
the
Emmett, of Sowing
—

Picture Frames

and Pictures,
Mats, Mirrors

Supplies.

Ν. H.

Berlin,
Catalogues sent

on

Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty,

High Gfade

ON

—

SOUTH PARIS.

■

SALESMEN WANTED

Interests
Salary or

our

In Oxford and agacent countlee.
-ommlaelon. A'Ulree·»
THE VICTOR Oil. COM PAN V

Cleveland. Ohio

Washing and Ironing Wanted.

Washing and ironing done in first

Will call for and
class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.

Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,

South Paris.

to close out odd

up stock.

HWISTOJf, ΜΛΙΝΙ
When νου come to think of going tiwuy to
Husliii -sc'ollcio μ-'πΊ for oar CATALOO 250
students last yo:ir. : Elegant Sew Bulldiny

[astern Steams! Company.
Franklin
leave
steamers
1903,
Wharf, Portland, and India Wharf,

Me.
A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
Calvin Austin, V. P. & Gen'l.

Manager.
General offices Foster's Wharf,
Boston, Mass.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

Xr>C.-Traunfiirm:itldnii.
1. Transform prey iuto a tlag In four
changes, making a word at every
Ko.

If la want of any kind of F1nlnh for Inelde or
Pine Lum
Ouulde work, send In your order·
Usr and Shlngtee on band Cheap tor Caeh.

Matched Hard Wood Floor Board» tor sale.

CHANDLER,
.....

Main*.

yard

Into bolt with foui

No. 257.—TerminâtIoun.
Find words having all the same ter
miuatiou meaning a period of life or α
time in the world's history.
The dwelling place of a recluse.
A charitable institution for the young
The dwelling of the eccleslastion.

head of a parish.
Another word of the same meaning.
A large number of persons.
Protection; help to one in an inferlo

2SS.—Half Square.
1. To drive or urge forward. 2. Furl
ous. 3. Death. 4. The stone of certain
fruits. 5. Λ masculine nickname. 0
No.

A letter.
No. 2&U.—Anaurram Verne.
dwelt a little maid.
In
Sho lived "far west ox larch," she said
"The cur I come on ilid but crawl;
Honest." she said, "or that was all
It seemed, for they had lost a wrench.
And moved as If a slow trench."
—

No. ÏUU.-Drva|iltatlonii,
1. Behead an animal and leave α cardinal point.
2. Behead a means of conveyancc
used only In cold countries and leave a
ridge; behead again and leave a bor-

der.
3. Behead a workman's tool and
leave a very poor dwelling.
4. Behead another tool and leave α
company of sailors.
5. Behead an outer covering and
leave a mischievous animal.

Very Uoud Keuaon.
where they've formed a broom

The

"See
stick trust."
"What forV"
"To beat the carpet trust."

Nantucket.
There was once a man from Nantucket.
Who kept all his cash in a bucket.
Dut his daughter named Nan
Ran away with a n:an.
And as for the bucket. Nantucket
—Princeton Tiger.

Key to the I'ui*ler.
Ekbow
No. 244.—Préfixée; P late.
A-base. T-able. E-aster.
Ilain.
243.—Charade:
myrrli
No.

(hammer).

No. 24(x—Omitted Word: Cross.
No. 247.—Diagonal '/At&ntz: James
2.
1. JessamineRussell I.owell.
Amplitude. 3. Festivity. 4. Shrub
bery. 5. Crossness. (>. Traveling. 7
Flotillas. 8. Furbelows. 0. Personnel

Foley's Honey and Tar is peculiarly
adapted for chronic throat troubles and
will positively cure bronchitis, hoarse-

Also Window & Door Frames.

Planing, Sawing and Job Work.

see.

Hudson.

I will furntfth DOORS ao<l WINDOWS of any
Sise or Style at reasonable price».

W.

That all who wish may

10. Satiric!»I.
No. 248.—Picture Puzzlo: Fortune
teller.
No. 249.—PrlnihI Acrostic: Eugene
Field. 1. Earth. 2. Uranus. 3. Grant.
4. Eads. 5. NeNon. 0. Emerson. 7.
0. Elizabeth.
8. Isabella.
Franklin.
10. Livingston. 11. Dante
No. 250.—Geographical Anagrams: 1.
8enegal. 2. Euphrates. 3. Tartary. 4.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

E.

2U.-C1iiirn(lr.
One. two is an evil spirit;
Three «over will crooked be;
My whole i.s to exhibit
No.

Commencing Monday, June 8,

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

Weet Sumner.

G. I λ\ ill open the big door for you.
7. The apple on the table is mine.
8. If i>eace would ensue, then the
bloody war would cease.

Y SERVICE.

included, at
patterns and clean Boston, daily, Sundays
7 P. M.
J. F. Liscomb, Agent, Portland,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

E. W.

Italy.

To the Htm Coaat and Interior Reeorta of
H«w Ea|laad.
ADDITIONAL

soon.

3. The bird's egg soon hatched.
4. The wolf, Lobo, ate the poisoned
meat.
5. The Arno Hows through sunny

PORTLAND DIVISION.

Carpets

Wool

again

begin

A narrow road.
A large parcel.

BUSINESS COLLEGE

—

1. lie said that ho yielded.
2. Although I desist, 1 will

position.

application.

A LOW PRICE

23-1.—Λ Concealed
One word is concealed In each senEach wonl contains four lettence.
ters. When these words are curtailed
eight new words will remain. Their
iuitlais. in the order given, will spell
the name of a famous poem, while the
finals will sj* 11 the name of its author.
No.

2. Transform

Mouldings s,l.

Nichols St..

Poet.

changes.

L. M. TUFS,

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

buuk.

change.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

M

a

So Certain, Safe and Reliable that No
Other Medioine Can Take Its Place

&

253.—Substitution*.

and all bronchial diseases. Rufuse
substitutes. F. A. Shurtleff Λ· Co.,
South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ness

ρ ι κοι d

KO^Fne
CALL.

THE

HAS

Servant—"Please, sir, I've swallowed

Professor (absently)—"Never
ordered mind, Mary, here1· another."

S. Government recently
The U.
1 .ftW.UOO square f> et for shipment to Manila.
The subscriber* have fold ovtr 25,0UU feet,
1u,mh) feet during the moult* of June.
The one-ply which cost* #·.' a per square la
warranted tea vcm, and the two-ply fifteen

a

pin."

TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
E. W. Grove's signature
fails to cure.
years.
teats
dome
It
to
severe
have
very
We
subjected
25c.
on each box.
with most excellent result-·.
20 horses, two-seated carriages,
We also have the Ntpaaitt Bed Bop·
Miss Prue—"Goodness gracious! That
manuftutu «·! Itv the same company.
10 top buggies, 4 surries, 4 bicycle BooSaf,
Bird Dealer—
This makes a rerj 'ow prier d roof which will parrot swears terribly."
free
on
etc.
moreap- "Do he, mum? Well, I ain't so much on
saiup.es
carriages (open), 1 nice three seated last Ave year· or
plication.
pronounciation but Γ11 try to find you
robes, etc.
wagon, harness,

Livery Stock (or Sale !
whips,

Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
stock and excellent opening. No
competition. Will tell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
ilome Telephone Call, 106-4.
Andrews tfouee Stable Call. 108-13

DECORATE,
Inch

a

South Pari»,

ΙΟΓΤΠ P:\RIH,

Wheeler,

w«it*

NOTICE.
Will be eoltl at Auction, Thursday, Sept. 34, at
ten o'clock a. m the following real estate and
property, situated In the town of
xlleld. on the road leadln* from Olxflekl *11lage to Berry's Mill·, Carthage, on a pan of the
James C. Dan forth farm, so-called.
1 Birch Saw Mill containing 1 new Bolter. 3
Strippers, about a 40 Η P. Boiler and Engine In
good repair, S acre· of land, with about #100
worth oi carpenter's tool·, with many other tool·
too numerous to mention.
G. M HUHD,
Administrator.

King."

By Dare Devil, record a :og.
Dam, Jewel, dam of Lord March,
2 :ιι r-a, and Point Dexter, 2 :ai 1-2.
Send for circular.
W. J

Agc-ats

Krsonat

Black Stallion,

"Every

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

Main·

nones.
The subscriber h reby gives notice that he
ha· been duly appointed administrator of the

eetoi*ABNBR

K. GIBBS,

laieof

Porter,

In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
AU persons baring
bond· a· the law direct».
demand· against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make paymeat Immediately.

August 18th, Ινί».

SOW AJU> GIBBS.

one

that

swears

correctly,

mum."

Foley's Kidney Cure makes the diseased kidneys sound so they will eliminate poisons from the blood. F. A.
Shurtleff <& Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.

"Uncle Older has not been to see us
and it's too bad. Bobby

lately." "No,

In whose domain conditions are reversed.
We don't know which kind is preferred
by the average husband, but a sensible
man would
certainly choose the first
She is the woman
woman for his wife.
of discretion. She knows the true inof
the
wardness
housekeeping problem.
She knows that to be tidy is not necesto
be
clean.
sarily
We are acquainted with an exceedingly neat family consisting of three adults.
Nothing can surpass the tidiness of their
bouse, with its comfortable cushioned
parlor chairs and staid furniture. The
mistress was once heard to say that she
kept the shades down the most of the
time because she did so hate dust, and
the air always appeared to be full of it
when the sun streamed in.
Hut that house smells musty, somohow.
V«.n know that pungent smell lingering
in old churches? Well, that precise odor
rushes out when the front door is opened, and callers have been known to
sneeze before they had time to ask if
the family were at home. We suspect
that if the carpet· were taken up, and
all the dark corners and closets explored,
discoveries would be made.
TJien we know another house where
the shutters are always thrown open so
that the motes of dust have much opportunity to prance religiously in the sunbeams; and we confess to a certain untidiness about its interior. Sometimes

finger

marks owing to a light covering of dust.
Sometimes the baby's toys litter the
mantelshelf. Sometimes there are bits
of lint on the carpet.
But then the whole dwelling is so
wholesome. No mustiness there. You
may roam from cellar to garret, and
nowhere will you come on any undue ac-

family?"
"No, sir; thie isn't quite all the family.

all your

One couldn't come."
"But, Great Scott—"
"I knew you wouldn't believe it, sir,"
interrupted the passenger, and I brought
the family Bible along. Here is the
register, you see. I'm John Henry, the
father. This is Mary Jane, my wife.
That's Caroline, the next one is Benjamin, the one in the next seat is—"
"Look here. Have-you any evidence
to show—"
"Yes sir. I didn't forget that either.
Here are affidavits from the county
judge and two of my neighbors to prove
that these are all my children."
The conriuotor took the documents
and glanced them over.
"After you've read them," pursued
the father, producing a printed slip, "will
you kindly look at this?"
"What is it?"
"It's President Roosevelt's speech on
raoe sui—"
At this point the conductor wilted.
THE GENUINE VS. COUNTERFEITS.

is always better than a
counterfeit, but the truth of this statement is never more forcibly realized or
more thoroughly appreciated than when
you compare the genuine DeWitt's Witch
Haael Salvo with the many counterfeits
and worthless substitutes that are on
the market. W. S. Ledbetter, of Shreveport, La., says: "After using numerous
other remedies without benefit, one box
of DeWitt's Witch Ilazel Salve oured
mo." For blind, bleeding, itohing and
protruding piles no remedy is equal to
DeWitt's Witch Ha#el Salve. Sold by F.
A. Shurtleff
Co.
The

genuine

Jack Lover (expecting an outburst of
cumulation of rubbish, anything unclean. grief)—"And what
would you say if I
The kitchen utensils shine from scourshould take your sister from you?"
ing, the kitchen sink is as clean as the Little Helen (quietly and
politely)—
china on the dresser.
"Truth in the inward parts" was the
favorite text of an old Scotch preacher,
and it applies very well to housekeeping,
the test of which is thoroughness all the
way through.—Philadelphia Ledger.

Fashion's Fancies,

At a recent outdoor function one
the loveliest costumes on view was an
amber mousseline de soie with many
foaming flounces all edged with narrow
silken fringo In various shades from
lemon to orange. The hat worn with
this gown was of white chip trimmed
with pale yellow ostrich plumes and η
white osprey.
Point d'Art, a coarse kind of thread
lace, is much in evidence for trimming

just

now.

Already

the

enterprising designers

are

novelties and one of
of heavy linen emblended design of tiny

evolving holiday
these is a

pillow top

broidered in

a

"Thank you, sir."

EATING.
Persons suffering from indigestion,
dyspepsia, or other stomach trouble will
tind that Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digests
what you eat and make* tho stomach
sweet. This remedy is a never failing
of

bells and holly berries and leaves.
Wool laces never were so much in
vogue as this year.
Combinations of shades are found in
the new high class laces, champagne and
cream being one of the prettiest of these

shaded effects.

TIIE PLEASURE OF

for Indigestion and Dyspepsia and
all complaints affecting the glands or
membranes of the stomach or digestive
traot. Whan you take Kodol Dyspepsia
Curo everything you eat tastes good, and
every bit of the nutriment that your food
contains is assimilated and appropriated
by the blood and tissues. Sold by F. A,
Shurtleff & Co.

cure

May Pick tfp Minor
Dudlra.

principally

principal CURED
tone, are among the
novelties in trimmings.
On the macremo order are some very

ecru

caused v^ry considerable annoyance
bud inconvenience to ustrouomers in
the days before bis powers were fully

recognized.

In 1770 tliere appeared a fine comet
which was found to have an elliptical
orbit round the sun of so comparatively
small a size that Mr. Lexell, its discoverer, calcul· ted It would return In five
and a half years, but in 1775 telescopes
were vainly focused on the spot where

it was expected to reappear, and again
In 1781 it disappointed all observers.
Mr. Lexell plunged into fresh calcula·
tions and after much research found
that Jupiter was the culprit. The unfortunate comet had been rash enough
to plunge into the sphere of the giant
planet's attraction, with the result that
it had been completely diverted from
its former orbit and Hung olT into quite
a different oue of a twenty year period.
It has never been seen again by any
one on this earth and probably never
will be.
Jupiter was also responsible for the
delay which occurred in the return of
that splendid visitant known as Halley's cornet. Halley found that he was
not the first discoverer of tills big (Omet. It had api>eared r.t least twice previously. once seventy-live years l>efore
and again seventy-six years before that.
The astronomer concluded that there
would 1κ> α further delay In Its third
return and predicted that Its next appearance would be 518 days later. He

HEMORRHAGES

OF

HUMORS OF MUSICAL LIFE.
AniUNtnnr Prank* the Erratic Type»
Willi

Played

a

Cemponcr.

rhages,"

combinations.
Medallions will be much
the coming season.

"I had kidney trouble so bad," says J,
worn during
J. Cox of Valley View, Ky., "that I could
feet wore swollen to imthe information not work, my

mense si/.o and I was confined to my
bed and physicians were unable to give
me any relief.
My doctor finally proscribed Foloy'e Kidnoy Cure which
man
of me." F. A. Shurtmado a woll
leff & Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens,

Oxford.

Stranger—"What'e that gentleman
so excitedly for?" Native—"Oh,
that'e Citycuss, who's just settled out
running

hero. Ono of his onions has como up
and ho's going for a photographer."

DISTRESS AFTER EATING CURED.
Judge W. T. Holland of Groensburg,
La., who is well and favorably known,
says: "Two years ago I suffered greatlj
After eating, great
from indigoetion.
distress would invariably result, lasting
for an hour or so and my nights were
restless. I concluded to try Kodol Dyspepsia Cure and it cured mo entirely.
Now my sleep is refreshing and digestion
perfect." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co,
"How does your nephow like it out in
Kansas?" "He likes it well enough, I
guess. lie writes me that he is going
to stay there, tie's got both a tornade
cave and a Hood tower on his farm.'1
DOCTORS COULD

NOT HELP HER.

"I had kidney trouble for years,"
writes Mrs. Raymond Connor of Shelton,
Wash., "and the doctors could not helf
I tried Foley's Kidney Cure and
me.
the very first dose gave me relief and I
I cannot say too much
am now cured.
for Foley's Kidney Cure." F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens,
Oxford.
Mr. Softnut— "What a lot of wubbisb
people do talk! Why, when I was young
they used to say that if I didn't loavc
of! dwinking and smoking I should beMr. Hardnut—"Lor!''
come idiotic."
Why didn't you leave it off, thon?"
A NEW

JERSEY EDITOR'S TESTI-

MONIAL.
M. T. Lynch, Editor of the Philipsburg, N. J., Daily Post, writes: "I have
used many kinds of medicines for coughe
and colds in my family but never anything so good as Foley's Honey and Tar.
I cannot say too much in praise of it."

F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris. Orin
The newest boa has a broad round Stevens, Oxford.
patterned collar behind and two long
Mrs. Kicker—"Is Mrs. Jones a wellstole fronts.
Neck chains in Oriental coloring are informed woman?" Mrs. Bocker—"Yes,
indeed, her cook has lived with all the
the favorites at present.
families in the neighborhood."
Expensive fringe will be employed in other
a variety of ways on the new coats and
l axative
gowns.

kidney

bladder disorder by taking Foley's Kid- new trimmings.
Wide bands of lace edged with quaint
F. A. Shurtleff A Co., South
ney Cure.
ruchings are to be employed as garniParis. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
ture for evening gowns.
Patent leather in red, black, blue and
Uncle Hank—"Well, if I don't see you
white is to be utilized for hand bags.—
1
luck!"
Snobley—"Exactly
again, good
If I don't see you again it'll be the beet Brooklyn Eagle.

ftromo

^ures· Cold In One Day,

JS

Quinine

Grfpta 2 Day·
on every

asc

It is hard for a man to see a pretty
girl, with luscious, pouting, rosy lips,
without thinking that he would like ta
have the opportunity to teach her how
to whistle.

USED FOR PNEUMONIA.
Dr. J. C. Bishop, of Agnew, Mich.,
moistened with cold water and the seeds says, "I have used Foley's Honey and
will not cling. Some people prefer to Tar in three very severe eases of pneuTo stone

raisins, keep the fingers

Distressing Urinary tronblea.
ITard to keep ap
With any Kidney ilia»

Miss Maude Valerie White, author of
popular songs, has told α
numlxT of anecdotes, many of tliem at
h-r own exuense. I suppose, she once
wrote i.i tne Cortihill Magazine, all
composers have had a laugh over the
extraordinary mistakes which someΓ
occur in the first proofs of their
solids. I remember years ugo writing
α very sentimental sung, In which the

Crabbed Age und Youth.
As I am a good many years older than
the friend In question, the coïncidence
struck me as particularly funny, and
I cut tin· programme out of the newspaper and sent It to him. By the first
mall next morning I received an Identical cutting from him, with an Inquiry
whether he was to take this as a form»
al announcement of our engagement
and expressing a mild surprise that he
had not been consulted in the matter.

\

Believe the ache· of

a

Faithful Uruliman

ever, That

promptly—cure

W.

SUPPLIES !

MAXIM,

P.

43 main St., South
Mall orders

STOPS THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
in every case."
Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure pour boiling water over the raisins and monia with good result·
A. Shurtleff A
a cold In one day.
No Care, no Pay. let stand a short time, when the seeds Refuse substitute·. F.
Co., South Pari·, Orin Stevens, Oxford.
are easily pinched oat.
PrloeSO cents.

to him any longer and that
of
he would not rest until It was severed.
As a final recourse the carpenter resolved to play his awkward customer a
trick. lie told the Brahman to put his
finger on an anvil and to look to the
sky while the wound was Inflicted.
The Brahman did so. The carpenter
took up a hatchet and gave the finger
a smart blow with the back of It. This
οΓ'-ited a cry of pain from the patient, who at once put the finger In hie
mouth to allay the agony. The carpenter. laughing, explained to the Brahman that the blow had missed and the
111 tie linger was still entire; and, worst
nf all. the Brahman had defiled himself
by putting the linger lnlo his mouth.
The obliging operator, moreover, offer<k1 to perform the operation once more,
but the Brahman had had enough pain
for the nonce and declined with thanks.
—Golden Penny.

*1"

Paris

promptly filled.

Carved

on

the deud."--Kansas City Star.

at the bank."—Philadelphia Inquirer.
An Amateur.

Young Bride—I'm

so uervous.

I'm

OF

99 A.

Main

is a national illustrated agricultural weekly for farmers
and their families, and stands at the Lead of the agricultural press. It is a practical paper for practical farmer*,
helping them to secure the largest possible profit from the
farm through practical methods.
It is entertaining, instructive and practically useful to
the farmer's wife, sons and daughtors, whose interests it

THE

YEAR.

in an attractive manner.
The regular price is *1.00 por year, but we will receive
subscription for THE NEW-YORK
your
TRIBUNE FARMER and also for your own favorite
local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,
covers

rs One Year tor
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,

South Paris, Maine.

Your name and address

on

a

postal

to THE

card

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER, New-York City, will

bring

you free

sample

copy.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune

ALMOST
AS

is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, and your Kural Free Delivery Carrie·
brings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may be kept in close touch
with nil important news of the world at a very small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEtKl.Y
TRIBUNE is only 91.50 per year, but you can secure it with

GOOD

Γ"—Π A

The Oxford Democrat,
your own favorite local newspaper,

DAILY

Both Papers One Year (or $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South I'aris, Maine.
Your namo and address on a postal card to THE NEW·
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a free

sample

QUAKER

copy.

RANGE

THE VITAL NECESSITY
There Is no other one thing
with which I have bo much trouble αβ this lack of persistency

They lack
among advertisers.
the nerve to flght long and hard.

While they will expend a good
deal of cash and energy in making α elngle plunge, they will

The

grow tired If called upon to ex-

pend the same amount through
a campaign of six months.
The

road

to

eaeceaa

la

uphill road all the war·
not try to apart.

an

Do

For α little way It goes easy,
and you get over the ground fast,
but the goal seems all the farther away when the nervous energy In that spurt Is spent. There

to

never

peraletenc y

la the

one

In

vital

without

on

In the way

Successful
our

columns

.

Week .t

WOOD ASHES FOR 5ALE
In any

quantity desired.

LOAD

CAR

Printer.

use
merchants
persistently.

50 CtS.

D0W" ,,,d

put

are

Variety Store Norway.

elder that the creation of trade
through advertising was a long

proceee.—Inland

they

50 CtS.

advertising
neceaelty.

preparation

as

without bolts.

learned that

of the money to meet the expense
or the experience to keep from
wasting K. They failed to con-

rails

remove

but 40 per cent of advertisers
who make their advertising pay.
The rfit

in the
MODEL are easy

nickel

QUAKER

are

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

For Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
BBRIjIN ANS GORBAM,

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.
I have

Colonial Style, mahogany
piano, 7i octave, almost new

one

One walnut

Î5se

Poolo piano, almost

Express Wagon,

heavy

PAINTING.

Having just binlt

um now

work

on

a new

shop

near

and

on

one

light and one

C. G. CURTIS,
South Paris.

TRKASl'RKR'S OFFIOK.

AuKUeta, Λ αχ. 8,
I'urauantto chap, β, aec. 73, of the Revliwl
at
Statutes, I will at tne State Treaaurei'* oflire

Height, eigne
Furniture.

Ai-guata, on the twentv.fourth «lay of September
'led
next, at II o'clock A.M., aril a«d convey hy State
to the hlgh"*t bidder, all the Intereat of the
In the tract* of land herein fier deacrtlied, l> Ιηκ
In unincorporated townships said tract' having
been forelted to the State for State taxe* aa<l
Stale
county taxea certlfled to the Treaaurer <>f
of

P. E. Kimball,

South Paris, Me.
new, for $300, worth 1250.
One second hand Ivers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for §930, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Rumford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a
great trade.
One second band Estey organ at South
The Fall Term of Hebron
Paris, almost new, for •33
will open
II
hand
Worcester
second
One
organ,
stops, in nice condition, for $43

Harness.

NT Α Τ Κ OF WAI1VK.

Nichols Street, I
preparxl to do first-class
all kind» of

my residence

ISJ". H.

-

FO't KALI).

CARRIAGE

forélSS.

-tton't you try to write your
name on the scroll of fame?"
"My friend." said Senator Sorghum
very earnestly, "I have never yet seen
anybody tearing leallets out of the
ecroll of fame and getting them cashed

"Why

territory, outfit

The New-York
Tribune Farmer

MOST
LIBERAL
OFFER

AS

case, Pease

:Caib Before Fame.

at once.

paper.

Hearts

(he Tomb of Innralla.

This extract from Ingalls' essay on
"Grass" Is carved on the glacial bowlder which marks his last resting place:
"When the tltful fever Is ended and the
foolish wrangle of the market and forum Is closed grass heals over the
scars which our descent into the bosoin
of the earth has mude, and the carpet
of the infant becomes the blanket of

Mention thl*

WeaK

They Jumped Into advertising

lie Knew Sir Walter Seott.

In a booklet railed "Sir Wulter Scott
atul His Country" ρ ιι!ϋ lulled In Edinburgh tlio author quotes this reminiscence from an old man he mot who had
known the romancer:
"Aye," he minded Sir Walter fine. "I
seen Mm driving out In his carriage
and pair, wl' Tom Pnrdie 011 the l>ox
seal.
He had on a shepherd's tartan
plaid and a glengarry cap wl* twa
black ribbons hanging doon the back.
I mind bis dowg tue—Ma Ida, he ca'd It
—and an u\vfu' work he made ower the
beast. But lie was as pleasant u man
as you could speak to, though he wusna
thought muckle of as a pleader when
they made him shtrra o' Selkirk. Is It
his bulks you're spiring on? Ou. aye,
ye'll lind a' his bulks ben the hoose."

Apply

Me
HOMER N. CHASE Si CO., Auburn,
Street.

all

Kidney and Bladder troubles.

Caate.

no use

necessary, exclusive
free.

Felt, How-

lie Had Loat

We want men over all New England to
work for us selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not

bad

SAVED HIS FINGER.
The

EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

Kidney Pills

Doan's
back

DO YOU WANT STEADY

numerous

writes A. M. Ake of Wood,
Brahman accidentally
One day a
Ind. "I took treatment with several
touched some unclean object with his
I
benefit.
then
without
any
physicians
adaptation.
little finger. The Brahman thought that
In two-toned veilings exceedingly ar- started to take Foley's Honey and Tar
l»ecome untistic and effective patterns have been and my lungs are now as sound as a bul- now, his little finger having
let. I recommend it in advanced stages clean, any substance which it would
introduced for the coming season.
Combinations of chiffon and marabout of lung trouble." F. A. Shurtleff & touch would be also rendered unclean
Co., South Paris. Orin Stevens, Oxford.
are modish for boas.
and thus make him an unclean man.
Scarlct, brown, blue and green with
Dora—"How horrid it must have been teeing no other way to get out of the
white are very popular color combinafor young people in Puritan days—no
tions.
Icrape he resolved to get the offending
no music, no dance, no nice
Round hats of pongee, with stitched theatres,
member amputated. Forthwith he went
dreesess, even."
Clara—"Y-e-s; but
brimSi are set off with scarfs of heavy
to a carpenter and explained to him
they had kissing games."
silk in Roman colorings.
that unless the finger was cut off he
Transparent enamel mirrors to be
Still out. "Tess says she's ready to (the Brahman) was unable to take food.
used as pendants, represent an important
make up if you will," said the peace- The carpenter tried to dissuade the
novelty.
maker. "Tell her," replied the obstl- devotee nnd
urged that an application
Chatelaine bags of the samo material
nato Jess, "if I had a complexion aa
of some drops of wuter from the saas the gown are new.
as hers I'd be ready to make up
cred river Gunga would make the finIncreasing popularity is predicted for muddy
too."
jet ornaments.
ger once more holy, but the Brahman
color
in
had
is
be
lace
to
Yak
only
FEET SWOLLEN TO IMMENSE SIZE, persisted. lie said that the finger was

From Paris comes
that one of the newest ideas in winter
coats and semi-season jackets is the use
of English embroidery patterns on
cloths and fancy woolens.
The Mothers' Union Rebels.
The Emporia Mothers' Union met Saturday and transacted some important
business. It was decided that hereafter
a radical change will be made in entertaining girls visiting Emporia. Heretofore mothers have had to do wasing and
ironing not only for their own girls, but
for visiting girls, and visiting girls often
bring highly ruffled petticoats which require more attention than the petticoats
of the home girls. The mothers' union
decided that anything more than two
gauze skirts a week and a pair of black
stockings a week will be sent to the
laundry and the bill stuck in the mirror
of the visiting girl's room every morning
until it is paid.
The mothers also decided that it will
be considered proper for visiting girls
to "do the dishes."
Heretofore, because
a home girl has company, she has considered it proper to get up and entertain
her company after meals, but the mothers' union demands that the fiction th.it
the dishes will wash themselves be
abandoned. In the matter of cooking
for picnics the mothers' union made this
rule: All chickens bought for luuch
shall be charged to the visiting girl, and
if she has any now ways of making potato salad she shall put on an apron and
make it herself instead of giving the
mother the recipe.
There was a long debate at the meeting yesterday over the matter of parties.
Many mothers held that if they gave a
party for the visiting girl it would enable
their daughters to get into a little better
social set than otherwise, as often the
visiting girl had other friends in town
who were the real thing. But the majority of the mothers held that the
union should stand only for informal
parties, where the invitations are sent
by telephone and the refreshments consist of ice cream, lemonade and cake
served on the porch. It was decided by
a unanimous vote to make rich cousins
either pay board or bring presents for all
the family. Fans don't go.—Emporia
Gazette.

Constant backacheTired all the time.
Nerves on edge.

Mr. J. Β. H. Town send, of Townsend
Bros., carriage manufacturers, of 1» Jefferson street. Beddeford, Me., ways: "We used
Dona's Kidney Pills In our family, and
found them a most valuable remedy. There
are so many useless remedies on the market
that when one Is found which experience
It Is a
proves does what Is claimed for It,
I
pleasure to endorse that preparation.
procured Doan'a Kidney rills at John Berand
Thacher,
under
Hotel
ry's drug store,
the satisfactory results obtained warrants
me In making the above statement."
Doan's Kidney Pills sold at all drag
rlid not live to see it. Rut In 1758, the stores; 50 cents. Foster-MUbaru Co., Bufyear he had prophesied for Its reap falo, Ν. X.
pearance, astronomers were waiting
for it.
PHOTOGRAPHK

THE

LUNGS.
"Several years since my lungs were so
pretty new stocks.
Some of the latest effects in embroid- badly affected that I had many hemor-

eries show the Toneriffe design, either
in its original cartwheel form or an

Can't Stand It

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of erety
one hundred people who have heart troubl·
Hue occurred—
can remember when it was simple IndigesIt Is a scientific fact that all cases of
1'vc never once regretted the vow I made tion.
that day.
heart disease, not organic, are not only
the direct result of Indl·
Mr. Nextdoor (to little Willie, who has
My feelings may be Imagined when I traceable to, but are
boon invited in to dinner)—"What part
gestion. All food taken Into the stomach
found they had printed—
of the chicken will you have, WillieP"
which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
the row I made
Willie (earnestly)—"Some of the white I've iicvoi* once regretted
swells the stomach, puffing it up against the
that day.
of
tho
a
the
heart. This Interferes with the action ol
wing,
meat, part of
pieoe
Miss White also told nbout an amus- the heart, and In the course of time that
second joint, some stalling, the gizzard
and some gravy, please. Mamma mado ing mistake which occurred In the pro· delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.
Mr. D.Kauble.of Nevada, 0.,says: I hid stomach
ine promise not to ask to bo served more
gramme of one of her concerts: A
and vu In a bad state as I had heart troubl·
than once."
well known singer and very good friend trouble
With It I took Kodoi Dyspepsia Cure for about fool
two
to
down
was
mine
of
months and It cured me.
sing my
A PURGATIVE PLEASURE.
Kodol Digests What You Eat
songs, "To Marry" and "Crabbed Age
If you ever took DeWitt's Little Early and Youth." Hut the
newspaper an- and relieves the stomach of all oervoui
Risers for biliousness or constipation
nounced something very different. Not strain and the heart of all pressure.
you know what a purgative ploasuro is.
the trtf
content with drawing up a programme Bottles only. $1.00 Size holding 2tt times
Those famous little pills cleanse the
size, which sells for 50c.
liver and rid the system of all bile with- of my concert, it drew up u programme Prepared by E. 0. DeWITT * OO., OHIOAQO
out producing unpleasant effects. They of my future, for I read as follows:
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff k Co.
do not gripe, sicken or weaken, but give
Mr. Blank
White
Valeria
Mande
tone and sttongth to the tissues and To Marry

The popularity of shirring as a form
of trimming for gowns and accessories
has brought about the introduction of
shirred bands of mousseline de soie
ready for use by the dressmaker. These
bands como in black or white, bordered
with tiny juby ruchings, fancy and plain organs involved.
II. Howell of
W.
braid or fringe,
Houston, Tex., says, "No better pill can
Drooping shoulder effects will prevail bo used than Little Early Risers for connext season.
stipation, sick headache, etc." Sold by
For millinery use ribbon will be large- F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
ly used during the coming fall and winHanging is too good fora painting that
ter, with three to five shades of one
is badly executed.
color blended in some novol design.
Jet is conspicuous in fall jewelry, long
"I want to see the boss of the house,"
chains,necklaces, old fashioned brooches,
bad
hearts, crosses and many other articles said the peddler to Mrs. D. who
answered the ring. "I'm sorry," she rebeing introduced in the latest producplied, as she gently closed tho door, "but
tions.
in a dark baby is asleep just now."
Macreme bands,

Full, clinging skirts in soft materials
asked him the other day how he made will be much in
vogue during the coming
the hay stick to his chin. I don't know fall and winter.
with
that
child."
do
what we're going to
Gold and silver tinsel with spangles
are conspicuous in the
or to correspond
Avoid serious results of

sort of lock."

burglarious stars.
Planet· and San·
Solar

Jupiter is much the biggest membet
are," replied the passenger
of the fHiuily of stars which revolve
who had presented the document.
Two Kinds off Housekeeping.
"AH the people in this end of the car?" around our sun; consequently the powThere are just two kinds of house"Pretty near it, I guess. There are er of his attraction is greater than that
possessed, for instance, by the earth.
keeping in this world: She of the dusty sixteen of us."
"Do you want to make me believe this Jupiter's exploits as a burglar have
parlor and immaculate kitchen, and she

the polished sideboard betrays

By altering the final letter change
flat surface to mechanical power and to

South Paris, Me.

drA handsomely tltnstreted weekly. I sivest
culatlon of any artcritlOe Journal. Terms, 93 a
newsdealer*.
year four months. |L Sokl by all

are

worked

W. J Wheeler,

Scientific JSmcrican.

who

of large work

hauling logs. Also two or three
pairs of fresh horses just received,
also several good driving horses.

"'Designs

rrffrv^

pairs

These horses have
through the winter

horses for sale.

No Race Suicide There.
"This pass is for yourself and family,
I see," said the conductor. Where is

Jorreepomlenoe on topic· of Interest to the
1b «oQclted. Addreae: Editor iloiosiUiJW the
family?"
Column, Oxford Democrat, Parle. Main».
"Here they

bring

•ΟΓΤΗ P1B1S, ME.

Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
the
is the largest school of music in
world, and its pre-eminence among
American institutions has been conceded
Dr.
ever since it was founded in 1853 by

newspaper of New
of July 13, 1902.

or

W WALKER &

England Conservatory of

The New

WI ARX NIVEB OUT.
to us will

telephone
supply promptly.

postal

ou a

HOMEMAKEBS" COLUMN.

DO YOU WANT IT?

I
f^OAl
OVyA\L

1804. Hebron Academy. 1903.

for the year 1901. The «ale and conveyance
the
each tra<*t will be made subject to a rlgnt In
been for
owner or part owner whose rlgb s have
M ed, to nxle<iai the aame at any time wltliln
one year after the aaic, by paying or tendering
to the pnirhaarr hla proportion or what :he pur
at
chaaer paid therefor at tne aale with I iterest
the
the rate of twenty per cent, per annum from
such
time of aale, and one dollar for releaae. or
a»
owner may redeem hla Intereat by paying
aforeaald t the Tretaurer of Mate, aa
atatutea.
Revised
In chap. β. aec. 76 of the
le»··
No tract, however, will be aotd at a ρ lee
un
than the full amount due thereon for such
cost*,
I
paid State and county taxei, Intereat an
:
schedule
rlbcd
In
the
na dea.
following

provided

Academy

8, 1903.
One second hand Dyer A Hughes, six
Matrimonial Veteran—You'll get over
OXFORD COUNTY.
S
The expenses of a term are now as low MOI, Andover Noith Surplus, Ιβο
J*
It, dear. Why, when I first began get- octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
S1-S»
! MOI, Fryeburg Academy Grant, 1777
that cost 9126, for $03.
equipment
the
never
splendid
should
I
as
before
present
married
I
thought
ting
SMITH,
MANDAL
ORA
will
150.00 to $55.00
One second band square piano, a nice was completed.
Treaaurer State of Maine.
stop having altar fright—Baltimore
of twelve weeks.
one, for •113, worth $140.
pay all bills for a term
American.
to
able
are
By self boarding, students
SEND FOR CATALOGUES.
FABItl FOB SALE
reduce expenses to a rate within the
When a man meets his wife In a railfron>
or girl.
Situated In Oxford, about I 1-1 ntlea and
means of any ambitious boy
road station he never knows whether
Parla. Small farm, food building*,route.
the principal for catalogue or ι 8outb
Write
F. D.
R.
on
I
of
In
auto
cultivation,
goo
to kiss her before all the people or to
farther information.
Inquire of
ULLUei BLOCK,
pretend that be Is Just a friend of the
NANCT 8. THOMAS, at premlaee,
W. E. SA.RGKNT, Prln., Hebron, Me.
Fart*·
Or, Jam» 8. Wkiout, South
family.—Mew York Pirn
Malae. July, 1008.
Math Parie»
actually shaking.

Tuesday, Sept.

W. J. Wheeler,

!

